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PREFACE 
This dissertation entitled "Optimum Stratified Sampling" is submitted 
to the Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India, for the partial 
fulfilment of the degree of Master of Philosophy in Statistics. It embodies 
literature survey work carried out by me in the Department of Statistics 
and Operations Research, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh, India. 
In this dissertation the allocation and stratification problems are studied 
under different situations. 
The most important problem in stratified sampling is the determination of 
sample sizes (allocations) for different strata. They may be chosen to 
minimize the sampling variance of the estimator for a fixed cost or to 
minimize the total cost of the survey for a desired precision. Such an 
allocation is called an optimum allocation. 
Stratification plays an important part in sampling. Almost invariably a 
sampler, who is entrusted with the task of providing an estimate for the 
population of a particular character, uses stratification technique as a 
basis of his sampling design. 
The topic raises several questions: Either stratification itself is somewhat 
advantageous or not. If advantageous, what should be the basis of 
stratification? What should be the number of strata? How much number 
of observations should be taken and what should be the number of 
observation to be allocated to different strata? 
All these questions have been attempted in this work keeping in view all 
the researches, which has so far been conducted in different parts of the 
world (except of course those which were not accessible). It has been 
tried to put the things in a systematic way. 
But we give attention mainly to the problem of allocating the total 
number of observations to the different strata. Problem of allocation has 
been discussed in one-phase and two-phase sampling using different 
approaches. The dissertation consists of five chapters. 
Chapter 1 deals with the basic ideas of sampling theory. It describes 
some basic concepts and concerning results, which are relevant to the 
later chapters. It helps to understand how it has been possible to employ 
Bayesian techniques to deal with the problem of optimum allocations in 
sampling theory. 
Chapter 2 deals with the problem of optimum stratification. For 
stratified san^ling to be efficient the strata should be as homogeneous as 
possible with respect to the main study variable. In other words the 
stratum boundaries are so chosen that the stratum variances are as small 
as possible. Keeping this in mind many researchers have tackled this 
problem. We have surveyed the literature, and some results have been 
discussed in detail. 
Chapter 3 is devoted to the problem of allocation when it is assumed 
that there is a prior information conceming the unknown stratum means. 
The case when independent normal prior distributions are assigned to 
each jUfj (unknown population mean) has been discussed and the 
allocation results are given. 
Chapter 4 deals with the optimum allocations, employing both 
preposterior and Bayesian analyses, in two-phase sampling procedure has 
been discussed by Draper and Guttman (1968). Later on by Khan (1976) 
obtained generalized results where at the formers result become the 
special cases of the later. We have given Khan's result in detail. 
Afterwards Sekkappan (1981) gave a generalization of the results 
obtained by Khan (1976) and Draper and Guttman (1968). His 
generalization using the superpopulation approach is such that it includes 
all the results of Draper and Guttman (1968), and Khan (1976). 
Chapter 5 deals with the optimum allocations for the second phase in a 
two-phase sampling procedure when the sampling is for proportions, and 
for m-attributes. We have been mainly concerned with the results 
obtained by Khan (1976). Here both the cases when (i) stratum 
proportions are known, and when (ii) stratum proportions are not known, 
are taken. 
Recently the niathematical programming has been applied in stratified 
sampling problems. Khan et al. (1993, 1998) has obtained the optimum 
number of strata using mathematical programming. However the problem 
is clubbed with finding n, the total sample size. And thus both n and L 
are obtained simultaneously by optimizing variance. This problem has 
been discussed in Chapter 2 using only classical approach. 
The problem of optimum strata boundaries has also been considered 
using mathematical programming by Khan et al. (2002). This problem 
has also been discussed in Chapter 2 using only classical approach. 
The problem of Optimum allocation in Multivariate stratified samphng 
using Non-linear programming also appears in the literature. Kokan and 
Khan published their pioneering paper in this regard in (1967). We find 
that afterwards Khan et al. (1995) give a computational procedure using 
dynamic programming for obtaining a compromise allocation which is 
optimum in the sense that it minimizes the weighted sum of the sampling 
variances of the estimates of the population means of various characters 
under study. Another paper by Khan et al. (1997) uses dynamic 
programming to obtain an integer solution to the problem of allocation of 
sample to different strata. 
We have not discussed the programming approach in the body of the 
dissertation because we are not comfortable in the area of mathematical 
programming. We just wish to mention here that this is also a powerful 
tool for handling stratification problems. 
A comprehensive list of references, arranged in alphabetical order is also 
provided at the end of the dissertation. 
IV 
CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC RESULTS 
1.1 SAMPLE AND SAMPLING 
According to Snedecor and Cochran (1994), "a sample is a set of items or 
individuals selected from a larger aggregate or population about which, 
we wish quantitative information". Sampling is the process of drawing 
samples from a given population. The results obtained from a sample will 
be of interest only if they convey something about the population 
including that portion which we have not studied in the sample. 
1.2 RANDOM OR PROBABILITY SAMPLING 
This is the method of selecting samples according to certain laws of 
probability in which each unit of the population has some definite 
probability of being selected in the sample. It is to be noted here that 
there are number of samples of specified types Si,S2,...,Si^ that can be 
formed by grouping units of a given population, and each possible sample 
Si has, assigned to it, a known probability of selection pi. A clear 
specification of all possible samples along-with their corresponding 
probabilities of selection is said to constitute a sampling design. 
Random sampling does not mean haphazard selection of units. The term 
is rather used for probability sampling as against haphazard selection or 
selection of unit by choice. 
1.3 SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLING (S.R.S) 
The procedure for selecting a sample of size n out of a finite population 
of size A'^  in which each of the possible distinct samples has an '"equal 
chance" of being selected is called simple random sampling or often 
simply random sampling. 
We may have two distinct types of simple random sampling as follows: 
i) Simple Random SampUng with Replacement (SRSWR). 
ii) Simple Random Sampling without Replacement (SRSWOR). 
In the following we give symbols, which are conmionly used 
Yi, value of the / unit of the population 
th 
>'/, value of the / unit of the sample 
Y = ^ Yi, population total 
/=! 
N 
N ^ -~^^i' population mean i=\ 
- I v 
y = — Z^yt ^ sample mean 
. _ n 
/ - — » sampling fraction 
2 1 ^ 
^ =T^ ^—'ZjO'i'^ ) ' population mean square 
1 n 
•'' =~~rZ;i^yi~y^ > sample mean square 
ft J. * -I 
1=1 
N 
-'4i(i'^-^)'. N' population variance /=1 
Symbols used for proportion: 
N 
i=\ 
population total 
1 ^ A 
N^^' N 
population mean 
N'T! ' NH ' A^  1=1 " 1=1 
= P ( 1 - P ) = PQ, population variance 
52=-L-Y(y,--/>)2=-J_ 
-\H ' N-l N 1=1 
1 2 NP NPQ 
(NP - NP ) = (1 - P) = , population mean square 
A^-1 N-\ N-l ^ ^ 
Similarly, 
y = ^yi=np=-a, 
i=\ 
sample total 
_ 1 ^ a 
y = -Z,yi=-^p, 
" /=1 " 
sample mean 
2 1 V , ,2 1 
^ = L^yi-P) = — 
^ n \ 
n-l / = ] n-l /=1 
n-l n-l n-l 
sample mean squaie 
Now we give some well known results without proof 
Theorem 1.3.1 In SRSWR, the sample mean y is an unbiased 
estimate of the population mean Y i.e E{y) = f, and its variance is 
V(y) = 5^= (1.3.1) 
2 • Theorem 1.3.2 In SRSWR, the sample mean square s is an unbiased 
estimate of the population variance (5 i.e. E{s ) = a = (N-\\ 
V N 
Corollary 1.3.1 In SRSWR, the estimated population total Y = N y is 
an unbiased estimate of the population total Y i.e. E(Y) = Y, and its 
variance is 
V(Y) = N^CJ^ 
n 
(1.3.2) 
Theorem 1.3.3 In SRSWR, the sample proportion p = a/n is an 
unbiased estimate of the population proportion P = A/N i.e. E(p) = P, 
and the variance of p is 
Vip) = PQ 
n 
(1.3.3) 
Theorem 1.3.4 In SRSWOR, the sample mean y is an unbiased 
estimate of the population mean Y i.e. E{y) = Y, and its variance is 
V(y) = 
nN I [n N) n (1.3.4) 
Theorem 1.3.5 In SRSWOR, the sample mean squaie s^ is 
unbiased estimate of the population mean square S^i.e. E{s^) = S^. 
an 
Corollary 1.3.2 In SRSWOR, the estimated population total Y = Ny is 
an unbiased estimate of the population total Y i.e. E{Y) = Y, and its 
variance is 
V{Y) = N^(}-f) — . (1-3.5) 
n 
Theorem 1.3.6 In SRSWOR, the sample proportion p = a/n is an 
unbiased estimate of the population proportion P = A/N i.e. E{p) = P, 
and the variance of p is 
Vip) = (1.3.6) 
n 
Property: V{j) under SRSWOR is less than the V(y )under SRSWR, 
i.e y(y)SRSWOR < V(y)SRSWR 
Hence, SRSWOR provides more efficient estimator of Y relative to 
SRSWR. 
1.4 STRATIFIED RANDOM SAMPLING 
Apart from increasing the sample size, one possible way to estimate the 
population mean or total with greater precision is to divide the population 
in several groups (sub-populations or classes, these sub-populations are 
non-overlapping and aie called strata) each of which is more 
homogeneous than the entire population and then draw a random sample 
of predetermined size from each one of the groups. The groups, into 
which the population is divided, are called strata. The whole procedure 
of dividing the population into the strata and then drawing a random 
sample from each of the strata is called stratified random sampling. 
The use of stratified sampling in sample survey needs the solution of the 
following three basic problems: 
i) the determination of the number of strata 
ii) the determination of the strata boundaries 
iii) the determination of the sizes of the samples to be selected from 
various strata. 
Let the population of size A^  be divided into L strata of sizes 
^1 ,^2 ' " ' ' ^L- Th^se strata are mutually exclusive (non-overlapping) 
L 
such that Ni+N2+... + Ni=^N}i = N. 
For full benefit from stratification the sub-population sizes, 
Nfi(h = l,2,...,L), must be known. Furthermore, let a sample of sizes 
nin2,...,ni, be drawn (by the method of SRS) from each group 
(stratum) independently, the sample size within h^^ stratum being «/j, 
L 
such that ni+n2 +--. + ni= ^rifj^ =n. 
h=\ 
The suffix h denotes the stratum and k the unit within stratum. The 
following symbols all refer to stratum h. 
Nfj^, total number of units 
«/,, number of units in sample 
«/, fh = T7-' sampling fraction in the stratum 
A';, 
wi^ =-^, Wfj = —^, Stratum weight 
n N 
y,, ^ value of the characteristic under study 
for the k^^ unit 
Yfi = ^ yfik , total based on N^ units (stratum total) 
k=\ 
1 ^h 
Yfi = y yfii^, mean bases on Nf^ units (stratum mean) 
y;j = — ^ y/ijj., mean based on n/j units (sample mean) 
2 1 ^ \ , . ^ . 2 
^ f t = 
^^iS 
X (^ Aifc ~ -^ /i) ' variance based on Nf^ units 
k=\ 
(stratum variance) 
"^h ~ TT 7 X (>'M ~ ^ /z) ' mean square based on Nf^ units 
(stratum mean square) 
2 _ _ L _ ^ ^ , . ^7.2 
2 1 ^ - 2 
~ jli^yhk ~yh) ' sample mean square based on n^,units 'h = 
L Nh L _ 
y =^Y,yhk = Y,^hYh^ population total 
h=\k=\ h=\ 
i^  = — X 2 '^M = 2^/j^/7' overall population mean 
^ h=\k=\ h=\ 
Yf, = (Nf^ / n/,) X yhk ' estimated total 
k=\ 
The estimate of the population mean per unit, used in stratified sampling 
is denoted by ygt and is given by 
L L 
N h=\ li=\ 
y^.f is not, in general, the same as the mean y, 
L 
_ 1 
where y = -^nfiyh 
nu Nu riu n ^ ^ both comcides if m every stratum — = = = — or //j = / , 
n N N}i N 
that is if sampling fraction is the same for all strata. ITiis stratification is 
known as stratification with proportional allocation of n/j. 
Theorem 1.4.1 For stratified random sampling, without replacement, 
if in every stratum the sample estimate y/j is an unbiased estimate of X/,, 
(i.e. £(y/j) = y;j), and samples are drawn independently in different 
strata, then y^^ is an unbiased estimate of the overall population mean Y, 
that is E{y^f) = J', and its variance is 
L r 1 1 
h=\\''h N„j 
kwh} 
y(yst)=l — - — < ^ , : = E - ^ - ^ a - / / z ) (1.4.2) 
h=\ ^h 
We see that variance of y^ ., depends on S^^, the heterogeneity within the 
strata. Thus, if 5^ are small (strata are homogeneous) then the stratified 
random sampling provides estimates with greater precision. 
Corollary 1.4.1 For stratified random sampling, without replacement, 
the estimated population total Y^t = A^  yst is an unbiased estimate of the 
population total Y i.e. E(Yst) = F , and its variance is 
viyst) = l 
h=l 
Lf^ 1 A 
n/j Nh 
k N}S} h"h Nisf^=l-^^ii-fh) (1.4.3) 
h=\ "^ 
Remarks: 
(a) If in every stratum — = , the variance of yst reduces to 
y(yst)=-
n N 
\fN-n^^„, „2 1 - / V ' T i , c2 
n N 
l^'.s',=^lw,s; 
Jh=\ h=l 
(b) If in every stratum — = , and the variance of y..t in all 
n N 
Strata have the same value S , then the result reduces to 
Viyst) = -
n 
N-n\.2 
h=\ 
— ^ - S ^ , since5^W;j=l 
n h=\ 
(c) If Nfi are large as compared to rif^ (that is if the sampling 
fractions fj^ are negligible in all strata), then 
(i) V(y,,) = t-^^-^ 
h=\ ^h 
(ii) V(5) ,^,) = 5 ^ ^ L J L 
Theorem 1.4.2 If stratified random sampling is with replacement, 
then y^t is an unbiased estimate of population mean Y, that is 
E{ygf ) = Y , and its variance is 
h=\ "/' 
Corollary 1.4.2 For stratified random sampling, with replacement, the 
estimated population total Y^t = N y^t is an unbiased estimate of the 
population total Y , that is E(Yst) = 7, and its variance is 
V(Y,,) = NMy,,) = N^^^^=^^^ (1.4.5) 
h=l ^h h=[ ^h 
Theorem 1.4.3 If a simple random sample is taken within each 
stratum, then an unbiased estimate of S^ is s'j^, and an unbiased estimate 
of variance y^t is given by 
L M 1 ^ 
A=ll«/t ^h 
k Wh}. 
viyst) = Hyst) = l —-i- ^pl-J^^^^i^-fh) a-4.6) 
h=\ ^h 
1.5 PRINCIPAL REASONS FOR STRATIFICATION 
The following points regarding stratification to be noted : 
• To gain in precision, divide a heterogeneous population into 
strata in such a way that each stratum is internally 
homogeneous. 
• To accommodate administrative convenience and or cost 
considerations, fieldwork is organized by strata, which 
usually results in saving in cost and effort. 
• To obtain separate estimates for strata. 
• We can accommodate different sampling plan in different 
strata. 
10 
• We can have data of known precision for certain 
subdivisions treating each subdivision as a '"population" in 
its own right. 
• There may be marked differences in sampling problems in 
different parts of the population. 
1.6 RELATION To SIMPLE RANDOM SAMPLING 
• Stratification requires more work and more information 
about the population. 
• The number of total possible stratified random samples is 
less than total number of possible simple random samples: 
^X7 V W - A N: 
ni) 
No 
«2 V ' * ^ J 
(^A 
V « L ; 
L L 
where X ^ f t ~ ^ ^^ X"ft = " 
h=l h=l 
• All the statistical properties of simple random sampling 
apply within each stratum. 
• Since the samples are drawn independently in different 
strata, variance between strata can be ignored in estimating 
sampling variance. 
1.7 ALLOCATION OF SAMPLE TO DIFFERENT STRATA 
An important consideration is how to allocate a total sample size n 
among the L identified strata. There are three types of allocation for 
carrying out estimation in a stratified random sample. 
11 
1.7.1 EQUAL ALLOCATION 
If the strata are presumed to be of roughly equal size, and there is no 
additional information regarding the variability or distribution of the 
response in the strata, equal allocation to the strata is probably the best 
choice: nu=— (1-7.1) 
L 
and its variance is 
V(yst)e,ual =^iKsl -^iw.sl (1.7.2) 
« h=\ ^^ h=\ 
1.7.2 PROPORTIONAL ALLOCATION 
Allocation of sample sizes to strata might be performed proportional to 
the stratum size. This is adopted when estimate of S^ is not available, 
nh=n{Nh/N) = nWh (1.7.3) 
and its variance is 
Viyst) prop 
V" ^)h=l « h=\ 
(1.7.4) 
Note: If sampling is proportional and the variances in all strata have the 
same value, (5,^ =... = 5 ^), we obtain V(y ,^^ ) „r^ „ = ^ ^ S ^. 
n 
1.7.3 OPTIMUM ALLOCATION 
The formula for optimum allocation in various strata was derived by 
Tschuprow in (1923). Later J. Neyman derived them independently in 
(1934). That is why such an allocation is often termed Neyman-
Tschuprow allocation. In this method of allocation the sample sizes «/, in 
12 
the respective strata are determined with a view to minimize V{y^.f) for a 
specified cost of conducting the sample survey or to minimize the cost for 
a specified value of V{y^(). 
The simplest cost function is of the form 
cost =C = co + X^/i'^/' 
h=\ 
Where the overhead cost CQ is constant and c/j is the average cost of 
surveying one unit in the h^ stratum, then 
C-CQ = ^Cfin,, = C (say) (1.7.5) 
and, we know that 
L ( 
V^(J./)=I 1 1 
hAj^h Nh) 
kW^s} L w?s} 
0 9 J^^^sl J^W^sl 
Thus V ( y , , ) - H X - V ^ = I h^h 
h=\ Ni h=l ^h 
/t=l «/« h=\ ^h 
= V (say) (1.7.6) 
where C'and V are the function of n/j. 
Choosing the «/j to minimize V for fixed C or C for fixed V are both 
equivalent to minimizing the product 
V'C' = 
h=i ^h 
(C-Co) = 
L w}s} \ h.h 
h=\ ""h 
( L 
h=l 
(1.7.7) 
Stuart (1954) has noted that (1.7.7) may be minimized by use of Cauchy-
Schwarz inequality. If a/, ,^/j are two sets of L positive numbers, then 
13 
( L \ 
la,' lb,' 
h=i ) 
> 
A2 
(1.7.8) 
inequality holds if and only if b^ /a, is constant for all h. 
Taking a,= —^=J- > 0 and b, = ^ Jcf^n, > 0 therefore a, b, =W,S/, ^ 
then V'C'=1 
^WhS, ^ 
yyH J 
( L 
IwWi) ^ l^h^h4^h 
h=\ h=\ 
Thus, no choice of n, can make V'C smaller than 
f L 
This minimum value occurs when — = constant (say A ) 
«/7 
« / i 
or nfi=X (1.7.9) 
=> 'J/ i"" 
WhSh 
, this allocation is known as optimum allocation. 
Taking sununation on both sides of equation (1.7.9), we get 
L Ti/ c L L 
1 
h=l 
^n.^Xj^'^'" 1 / \^ ^h^h 
or A = nl 2_,-
substituting the value of A in equation (1.7.9), we get 
14 
The total sample size n required for the optimum sample sizes within 
strata. The solution for the value n depends on whether the sample is 
chosen to meet a specified total cost C or to give a specified variance V 
for yst. 
1) When the Cost is fixed 
Substitute the optimum values of rih in cost equation (1.7.5) and solve 
for n as, 
C-CQ = J^Chnh = 2.n- '-^ Cf,=n ^ -
h=\ h=l 
L 
=> n= —^ (1.7.11) 
^^hSh^f^ 
h=\ 
The value of rif^ is obtained after substituting this value of n in equation 
(1.7.10), we get 
nh = 
L 
{C-co)J^Wf,S,J4^ 
h=i ^ ^h^hNch 
L L 
h=\ h.=\ 
nh=—r- (1.7.12) 
15 
V{y^t) under optimum allocation for fixed Cost: 
^iyst)ont = J. 
h=\ {C-Co)WhSh/^ Nh 
w 2 c 2 
L 
• I 
L 
f L \ 
(C-Co)W;,5jV^ A^/z 
N 
y(yst)opt = 
(^[iw,5,V |^.,5,V^-^[^ 
[h=\ j ^^ h=\ 
\ 
(C-CQ) 
^hSl 
(1.7.13) 
2) When the Variance is fixed 
Substituting the optimum n^ from equation (1.7.10) in equation (1.7.6) 
we get y(5^,,) + ± 5 ; w , 5 2 = X ^ ^ ^ = S 
E 
h=l 
N h=l 
( L \ 
n 
J L  
h=\ h=\ 
Thus n = h=\ 
( L ^ 
h=\ 
(1.7.14) 
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and then the value of n/j is obtained by putting this value of n in 
equation (1.7.10) 
« / j = 
L ( L 
h=\ [ h=\ X Wi,Sj 
nh = 
h=l 
N h=\ 
(1.7.15) 
Optimum Cost for fixed Variance: 
We know that C - C Q = ^c/jn/j , substituting the value of n/j from 
h=\ 
equation (1.7.15), we get 
h=\ 
L \ 
h=\ 
'^ h=\ 
f L 
1 
h=l 
\ f L 2^ 
h=l 
'^=1 v+^yw^,s} 
f L ^^  
C=CQ + (1.7.16) 
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Remark: 
An important special case arises if c/j =c, that is if the cost per unit is the 
same in all the strata. The cost function becomes 
L 
C = CQ + ^ Cfinh=CQ+cn, and optimum allocation for fixed cost 
h=l 
reduces to optimum allocation for fixed sample size. In this case V(yst) 
is minimized for a fixed total size of sample n if 
«,=„J?:^^ = „ JM^ (1.7.17) 
^ tifi^c w^Sfi, this allocation is called the Neyman allocation. 
An applicable formula for the minimum variance with fixed sample size 
is obtained by putting the value of n/j in (1.7.17), (that is n/j according to 
Neyman allocation) into the general formula for V(y^f). The result is 
N h=l 
(1.7.18) 
The second term on the right represents the finite population correction. 
fL f 
Note: If A^  is large, V^J^ {y^t) reduces to Vmin (yst) = -
n 
Remarks on Optimum and Proportional Allocation: 
There are a number of practical limitations, which restrict the use of 
optimum allocation in practice. 
1) The most serious limitation of 'optimum allocation' is the absence 
of the knowledge of S/^'s in advance. In order to overcome this 
difficulty, a pilot sample survey of size n' may first be carried out 
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in order to provide estimates of 5/,, (/i = l,2,...,L). These 
estimated values of S}{s may be used in obtaining optimum values 
of nil's to be allocated in different strata. However, these estimates 
are subject to sampling errors and in case Si{s happen to be 
estimated with low precision then the advantage of optimum 
allocation may be lost and we might even be worse off as 
compared to proportional allocation. 
Sukhatme (1935) obtained the expression for n (the size of the 
pilot survey) in order that y^t under Neyman's allocation based 
on the estimated 5/j'i' may not, on the average, lead to loss of 
precision as compared to proportional allocation, and is given by 
n' > h=L- !l^ (1.7.19) 
form (1.7.19) it may be observed that larger the difference in the 
values of Sf^'s smaller is the value of n'. Hence unless S^i's are 
homogeneous, even moderately small values of n will give, on the 
average, more precise estimates than proportional allocation. 
2) If our study relates to the estimation of more than one population 
characteristic from the sample survey, then Neyman's optimum 
allocation of the sample to different strata on the basis of one 
characteristic may result in loss of precision on other characteristic 
as compared to the method of proportional allocation. 
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3) Sometimes it may happen that the optimum values of n/, in any 
stratum may come out to be greater than Nf^ , the total number of 
units in that stratum. In such a situation we take n/^  = Nf^ for that 
stratum requiring 100% sampling while for the other strata, the 
optimum sample is re-calculated. 
4) Optimum allocation gains (over proportional) if stratum standard 
deviations vary widely. 
1.8 RELATIVE PRECISION OF STRATIFIED RANDOM AND SIMPLE 
RANDOM SAMPLING 
Stratification nearly always results in a smaller variance in comparison to 
single random sampling. Here we make comparison between simple 
random sampling and stratified random sampling with proportional and 
optimum allocation. 
Let us denote the variances of the estimated means by V^an - ^ prop' ^ ^ 
Vgpf, respectively. Ignoring the f.p.c, we have 
c2 1 L 
V = — V =—\NI.S,^ V - ^ ^ran > ^prop . . Z^^^h'^h > ^opt ~ 
n ' 'P^^P-nN^,'^' ' '^P'-nN^ 
( L \ 2 
from the analysis of the variance of a stratified population, we have 
(yv-i)s2 = XS(y/z^->^)^ 
/7.=U=1 
LNh ^ . ^ - - o 
h=\ k /!=1 
L 0 ^ _ _ 
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or approximately NS^ = Y^^h^l + Yu^hi^h - ^ ) 
/ j=l h^\ 
Hence V, ran 
c^ 1 ^ i l — — 
-^prop ••• positive quantity. 
•^ rart - "^  prop (1.8.1) 
By the definition of Vopf, we must have V^ ^^  < ^prop 
hence V -V = ^ ""prop \pt „ ^ Y.^hSl-^\J,NhSh 
h=\ N h=\ 
(1.8.2) 
where S = X^A-^/i/^ ^^ ^ weighted mean of the 5/,, 
/i=l 
From (1.8.1) and (1.8.2) we have 
1 .2 , 1 yrart=yopt+ — lNh(Sh-S)'+—J^{Yf,-Y)^ (1.8.3) 
thus as a result we have 
^opt — ^prop — ^ran • 
If the f.p.c is not negligible, the same type of analysis leads to the result 
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(N-n) V =V +— — J,N,,XY,-Y)^-j^J^{N-N,)Sl (184) 
h=\ " h=\ 
It follows that proportional stratification gives a higher variance than 
simple random sampling if, 
J.Nh(Yh-Y)^ <^J,iN-Nh)Sl (1.8.5) 
h=\ ^ h=l 
This case might happen, since the F/j could all be identically equal. If any 
differences among the F/j exist, the inequality is unlikely to be satisfied 
except with small strata. 
1.9 A COMMENT ON THE USE OF STRATIFIED RANDOM SAMPLING 
As in the one-way analysis of variance, we can decompose the total 
variability of the data into 2 components of variance, between or among 
strata variance, and a within stratum variance: 
where cr, = 2^ (y/j - y) is the between strata variance, and 
h^l N 
2 V ' ^ A 2 
^w = X, ^h i^  ^^ pooled within stratum variance. Under 
h-\ N 
proportional allocation, Var{y) = N-n\^ 
\ N^ )h=\ Nu-\ 
0"; 
which for 
large A^ /, is approximately Var{y) -^  (yl(N-n\ 
N 
. Therefore, the ratio of 
the variance of the mean under simple random sampling (SRS) to that 
under stratified random sampling (Str) is approximately. 
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M > ' W _^^+^^^i+.^fe^ 
Thus, proportional allocation for stratified random sampling will yield 
more efficient estimates than SRS whenever the between strata variation 
is large relative to the within strata variation. This usually happens when 
the means differ considerably among the strata. 
1.10 EFFECTS OF DEVIATIONS FROM THE OPTIMUM ALLOCATION 
In this section, we give an expression for the increase in the variance of 
the mean for a stratified sampling scheme when a non-optimum 
allocation is used (due to Chatterji (1967). 
Assume a linear cost function with no overhead costs, that is 
L 
For a fixed budget C, let n^ ={n^,n^,...,n^j_) denote the optimum 
allocation for a variate in a population with L strata. 
We know that 
n^ = -j==— (n=l,.. . ,L), 
where AT is a constant and is given by 
C 
K = L 
Let V(n ) be the variance of the sample mean for the allocation n^ 
Neglecting the finite population collection {f.p.c) we have 
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0 1 
C 
^Wh(Jh^c,, 
V h=\ 
Let n = ini,n2,...,nL) be another allocation for which the cost of 
sampling is C. Neglecting f.p.c, we have 
h=\ ""h 
Now 
V(n)-V(n") = X 
^«r^A i ^ i ^ 
=1^ 
h=\ 
knfcu 1 f^  ^ 
A=l «/i C^ 
^^ ^( L 
h=\ c 
\2 
h=\ 
C 
( L \ 
h=\ 
( o2 ^ 
L 
-c 
c h=\ 
^^ j^cjinl -n^,f 
h=l nh 
V{n)-V{n^) 1 i ; c / i ( « / j -« / , , ) 
or —^^—r-—- = — 2L 
V{n^) C h=l nil 
(1.10.1) 
expression (1.10.1) gives the relative increase in the variance of an 
estimate of the sample mean when a non-optimum allocation is used. 
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If max/i-^i = g. 
then we have -^ -^^ ^— r^^  ^-Z^^h^hg =S • (1.10.2) 
V(n^) <^ /,=:i 
Expression (1.10.2) gives an upper bound for the increase in the relative 
variance in terms of the maximum relative deviation of stratum sample 
sizes. If the maximum deviation n^- n/^  expressed as a fraction of n/j is 
20%, the proportional increase in variance cannot exceed 4%. If g =30%, 
the proportional increase is 9%. This shows that the variance function 
near the optimum is fairly flat. 
1.11 STRATIFIED SAMPLING FOR PROPORTIONS 
We estimate the proportion of units in the population that fall into some 
defined class C, the ideal stratification is attained if we can place in the 
first stratum every unit that falls in C, and in the second every unit that 
does not. FaiUng this, we try to construct strata such that the proportion in 
class C varies as much as possible from stratum to stratum. 
The notations and symbols which are commonly used are : 
1 ^h 
^h ~ w S yhk = f'h' 
y/i = — J^yhk = Ph' 
proportion based on ///, units 
(stratum proportion) 
L 
= lWhPh=P, 
over all population proportion 
sample proportion based on «/, units 
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(T 2 = - ^ X (yhk -Phf=Ph-Ph- hQh > stratum variance 
of proportion based on Nf^ units 
SJ = _ J _ j(yf^ j^  -Phr= -rrh^hQh> stratum mean square 
of proportion based on ///, units 
,2 = ^ 5^(y^^ - P/t)^ = —^P/z^ / t . sample mean squaie 
of proportion based on n/j units 
Let Pfi =—^, Ph=— be the proportions of units in C in the h^ 
stratlun and in the sample from that stratum, respectively. For the 
proportion in the whole population, the estimate appropriate to stratified 
random sampling is 
Ps,-i^=iwnPH (111.1) 
h=\ ^ h=\ 
Now we give some well known results without proof. 
Theorem 1.11.1 If stratified random sampling, WOR, sample 
proportion p^( is an unbiased estimate of the overall population 
proportion, that is E(pgf ) = P, and its variance is 
Nh-l 
PhQh 
nh 
(1.11.2) 
th where p^ is the sample estimate of proportion Pf^ in the h stratum. 
Theorem 1.11.2 In stratified random sampling, WOR, an unbiased 
estimate of ViPst) is given by 
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V{Pst)=HPst) = ^ i(^k-nh)Wh^^ (111.3) 
Corollary 1.11.1 If stratified random sampling is with replacement, the 
variance is given by 
Corollary 1.11.2 With stratified random sampling is with replacement, 
an unbiased estimate of ViPst) is given by 
h=\ «/^-l 
Corollary 1.11.3 With stratified random sampling, the variance of p^t 
with proportional allocation is 
N nN^^ Nh-l 
L 
n 
^-^'t^hPfiQh (111-6) 
h=l 
For a sample estimate of the variance, substitute /7/j^ /j / (n/j -1) for the 
unknown P^Qh / ^h ^^ ^V of the formulas above. 
The best choice of the n^ in order to minimize V{Pst) follows from the 
section (1.7). 
Minimum Variance for Fixed Total Sample Size: 
nh - Nh^^^^UW^) 4hQh = Nh4PhQh 
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^h4P^i n i l 7) 
Thus nij=n— (l . i i . /) 
h=l 
L 
Minimum Variance for Fixed Cost: where Cost =co + Yj^h^h • 
„ , , , , J W ^ ^ (1.11.8) 
The value of n is found as in section 1.7. 
1.12 BAYESIAN SET-UP 
A celebrated result employed in subsequent chapters, is Bayes' theorem, 
named after an English Clergyman-Sir Reverand Thomas Bayes. Bayes 
gave his result in 1763. This fundamental theorem has led to the 
development of Bayesian theory of Statistical Inference, which naturally, 
finds applications in sampling theory as well. The Bayes' theorem, stated 
for the discrete case, is as follows: 
BAYES' THEOREM (DISCRETE CASE) 
If the L events B],^2.• ••.^L are mutually exclusive and exhaustive, 
and A is another event, then the conditional probability 
, P(A\Bh) P(Bh) 
P{Bf,\A)= ^ ' ^ ' ^ -• (1.12.1) 
J,P{A\Bf,)P{B,,) 
h=] 
is called the Bayes' theorem. 
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The event A corresponds to experimental outcome and the events 5/, to 
states of the environment. The decision maker is usually given the 
probabilities F(A|5/i) of the experimental outcome A, given the states 
Bjj. He assessed the probabilities P{Bfi) of the states B^ in the hght of 
the experimental outcome A. The probabilityP(A|fi/j) is termed 
likelihood which involves the additional information A. The probability 
P (Bh) is called the prior probability, and PiBfi\A) is called the 
posterior probability. 
BAYES' THEOREM (CONTINUOUS CASE) 
Suppose that Z '=(Zi , . . . ,Z„) is a vector of n observations and 
P(X\e) be the likelihood of X given 6, where 6'= {dx,...,di) is the 
vector of L parameters. Suppose also that 6 itself has a probability 
distribution P{d). Then the conditional probability/'(^|X) is given by 
, PiX\e)P{e) 
P{e\X)= ' / \ \ (1.12.2) 
jp{x\e)p{e) 
6 
This is known as Bayes' theorem. 
P{d) is the prior distribution of 0 (that is the distribution assigned to 6 
by the decision maker prior to taking any observations). P{0\X) is the 
posterior distribution of G (that is the prior distribution as revised by the 
decision maker through the Bayes' theorem in the light of the 
observations taken). P{X\e) is the likelihood of X . 
Now we have that 
P {X) = E[P{X\e)] = \p{X\e) P(e) dd a constant (1.12.3) 
e 
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where E denotes the mathematical expectation. In this hght Bayes" 
theorem becomes 
P(0|X)=CP(X|0)P(0). (112.4) 
Thus the denominator in the Bayes' theorem is simply a normalizing 
constant necessary to ensure that the posterior distribution F(0|X) is a 
proper density function. That is, it integrates to one. 
In other words, Bayes' theorem states that the posterior distribution of 9 
is proportional to the product of the likelihood and the prior distribution 
of e. That is 
p{e\x)^p{,x\e)P{e) (1.12.5) 
The Bayesian posterior analysis and the Bayesian preposterior analysis 
will now be referred to simply as Bayesian analysis and preposterior 
analysis respectively. 
In the Bayesian analysis we base our decision after the experiment has 
actually or hypothetically been performed and its outcome observed. 
In preposterior analysis we take decision before performing the 
experiment actually or hypothetically. 
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CHAPTER 2 
CONSTRUCTION OF STRATA 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The basic consideration involved in the construction of strata is that the 
strata should be internally as homogeneous as possible, that is stratum 
variances 5? are as small as possible. If the distribution of the study 
variable is available the strata would be created by cutting this 
distribution at suitable points. 
Given the number of strata, Dalenius and Gumey (1951) suggested that 
the strata boundaries be so determined that W/^Sf^ remain constant. 
Mahalanobis (1952) and Hansen, Hurwitz and Madow (1953) have 
suggested that strata boundaries be so determined that Wf^Yfi remain 
constant. Dalenious and Hodges (1959) have supported the work of 
Dalenius and Gumey (1951). 
Dalenius (1957) has worked out the best stratum boundaries under 
proportional and Neyman Allocation. Ekman (1959) has suggested 
approximation to complicated theoretical solutions. Cochran (1961) has 
examined the applications of these approximations through the empirical 
studies. Sethi (1963) has showed that the above suggestions fail to 
provide optimum strata boundaries for certain types of populations. He 
derived the solutions for optimum stratification points for certain 
populations. Again, Hess, Sethi and Balakrishnan (1966) have applied 
these solutions to some empirical studies and made a compaiison of 
various approximations. Singh and Sukhatme (1969) have suggested 
several approximate methods to obtain optimal points of stratification. 
Singh and Sukhatme (1973) have suggested certain rules for obtaining 
optimal stratification points based on auxiliary information. Some others 
who worked on this problem are Singh (1977), Unnithan (1978), Yadav 
and Singh (1984) etc. 
Recently Research works by Dan Hedlin (1999) consider the stratification 
of highly skewed population. This is discussed in some detail in the next 
section. In another section, another approach due to Winkler (1998) is 
given. He generalizes the method of Dalenius and Hodges. In still 
another section we give a short description of method due to G. Nicolini 
(2(X)1) which he calls Natural Class Method (NCM). 
In the end we give an approximation (due to Serfling (1968), which 
provides a basis for choosing optimally for fixed cost, the number of 
strata to be constructed and the total sample size to be used, 
2.2 FIXING THE OPTIMUM STRATUM BOUNDARIES 
The problem of determining the optimum stratum boundaries, when the 
main study variable is used as stratification variable and a stratified 
sample, using Neyman allocation (for a fixed total sample size) is adopted 
to estimate the population mean (or total). 
For a variable y the best characteristic is the frequency distribution of v 
itself. The next best is clearly the frequency distribution of some other 
quantity highly correlated with y. Given the number of strata, we derive 
below the equations, for determining the best stratum boundaries, under 
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Neyman allocation. Though, unrealistic, we assume that strata are set up 
by using the value of y itself. 
Dalenius (1950) and Dalenius & Gurney (1951) have developed some 
rules for the division of the population into strata under proportional and 
optimum allocation. For the sake of simplicity we shall assume that the 
population is infinite. Let the / ( y) denote the frequency function of the 
continuous study variable y, yQ<y< y/^  where yo and yi are known 
real numbers and yo < JL • 
The problem of constructing L strata between JQ and y^ can then be 
considered as the problem of determining the L -1 stratification points 
yi»^2' • • •»yi-l such that the sampling variance of the stratified sample 
mean y^j is minimum. Where y^ ,^  is the usual estimator of the over all 
population mean Y. 
Ignoring the finite population correction {f.p.c) the variance of y ,^ 
under Neyman allocation is given as 
1 ^ 
Viyst) = -(lWf,Shf (2.2.1) 
" h=\ 
where Wfi and S^ are the stratum weight (relative frequency) and 
stratum variance for the h^^ stratum; /i = l,2,...,L respectively and n is 
the known fixed total sample size. In order to minimize Viy^.^) it is 
L 
sufficient to minimize 5^W/j5/j only, because n is a known constant. 
h=\ 
As the study variable y is assumed to be continuous, we have 
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yh 
Wh= \f{t)dt (2.2.2) 
.V/i- l 
* yi,-\ 
— 1 
where f^  = ff it)dt (2.2.4) 
" yh-i 
is the stratum mean of the /i^  stratum; /i = 1,2,..., L 
Let yo, JL be the smallest and largest values of y in the population. We 
have to find intermediate stratum boundaries yi, ^2»• • • > ^L-l such that 
1 ^ 
^(y.r) = -(SW^/z'5/.)^ (2.2.1) 
« / t = l 
is a minimum. It is sufficient to minimize, ^Wf^Sfi. Thus, since y/, 
appears in this sum only in the terms W/jS^ and W/j+jS/j+i, we have 
^ ( I W , 5 , ) = -^(W, ,5 ; , )+-^(W,^l5 ,+ , ) 
Let /(y)be the frequency function of y, then 
^h= f(t)dt, ^ = nyh) (2.2.5) 
Further, since 
J tfWt 
Y^,=Eiy„) = ^ 
yh 
\f{t)dt 
and sl=E{yl)-[E{yf,)f 
we have 
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yh 
f y. ^' 
\tf{t)dt 
yh-i (2.2.6) 
yh 
yh-i lfit)dt 
yh-\ 
Differentiation of (2.2.6) gives, 
" dyh ^yfi 
Add sJ^dWh/dyh ^  the left side, and the equal quantity 5^/()'/,)to the 
right side. This gives, on dividing by 25;j, 
dyh oyh dyh 2 S,, 
Similarly we find 
z = --jKyh) 
Hence the calculus equations for y/j are 
^I^llf<jy^-Y''l^ (/. = . , 2 , . . . , . - l , (2.2.7, 
These equations are ill adapted to practical computation, since both F/, 
and 5/, depend on yi^. To come over the difficulty, several quick 
approximate methods have been provided for, by several research 
workers on the field. One suggested by Dalenious and Hodges (1959) is 
given below: 
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Let Z{y)=\,l7ii)dt 
yo 
If the strata are numerous and narrow, f{y) should be approximately 
constant (rectangular) within a given stratum. Hence, 
yh 
Wh= lfit)dt=^fh{yh-yh-\) 
yh-\ 
yh 
Zh-Zh-i= lyfmdt^4h(yh-yh-\=Ah (say) (2.2.8) 
yh-\ 
Where //j is the "constant" value of f{yfi)'m stratum h. By putting 
these approximations, we find 
V12 Ywt,Sh = Y.fh^yh-yh-\r- X(2A -Z/t-i) = I ^ ^ (2-2.9) 
h=\ h=\ h=\ h=\ 
Since (Z^ -Zo)is fixed, we have that sum on the right hand side of 
(2.2.10) is minimum when (Z/j - Z/j_i ) that is A j^is a constant. 
Thus the Rule is: 
Given f{y), the rule is to form the cumulative of -JJiy) and choose the 
yfj so that they create equal intervals on the cum^/(y) scale. 
From (2.2.9) the rule is equivalent to making W^S^ approximately 
constant. But with Wj^Sf, constant. Neyman allocation gives a constant 
sample size n/j = n/L in all strata. Since the optimum is flat with respect 
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to variations in the «/,. Use of the cum7/(}^) rule, taking equal sample 
sizes in the resulting strata, is highly efficient. 
Remark: 
Among the other approximate rules suggested by Ayoma (1954) 
recommends to make strata of equal width y/j - y^^i. Another device by 
Ekman (1959), is to make the quantity Wfi(yf^ - yh-i) constant. Cochran 
(1961) used these rules on a number of actual populations that are skew 
and found that the rule given by Dalenius and Hodges (1959) worked 
best. 
2.3 THE CHOICE OF STRATA BOUNDARY ON THE BASIS OF AUXILIARY 
VARIABLE WHEN PROPORTIONAL ALLOCATION IS ADOPTED 
The assumption that the stratification is done based on the value of y has 
only a theoretical aspect but not the practical one, hence unrealistic. In 
practice some other variable jcis used which is correlated with y. Let 
/(x, y) be the joint probabiUty density function of the variable jcand y. 
If proportional allocation is adopted, then the variance 
1 L 
prop — Z.'^h^h ^fP-^ ignored) is to be minimized. 
W yo' yi. ^2' • • •' yi-l ^e the strata boundaries, 
°° yh 
Wf,= J ldF(x,y) (2.3,1) 
yh-i 
^h^TTT- \ lxdF{x,y) (2.3.2) 
yh-\ 
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^h(Sl+Y^)= j \x^dF{x,y) 
oo yh 
^ (x. v) (2.3.3) 
-°° yh-i 
L 
n 
We want to minimize - ^ W / j S ^ with respect to y,, hence 
differentiating, partially with respect to y^ , yh-\ and equating to zero, 
we have 
dyh dyh 
oo 
Let \dF{x,yh) = (l>{yh) (2-3.5) 
—OQ 
dyh dyh 
OO 
j ; d F U . y ; , ) = 0(y;j)£(;c|y;,) (2.3.7) 
—oo 
oo 
\x'^dF{x,yh) = (l,{yh)E{x^\yh) (2.3.8) 
—oo 
In the light of the above results we have 
^ ^=(^{yh)E{y\yh), 
dyh 
= -<l>{yh)E{^yh) (2.3.9) 
d{yh+\) 
and from (2.3.3) differentiating with respect to v/, we have 
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dyh (2.3.10) 
dyh 
^Yh-^\<l>iyh)\ (2-3.12) 
from (2.3.11) and (2.3.12), we have 
E{y\yn)=^-^^^^ (2-3.13) 
the above equation (2.3.13) gives the criteria for choosing the best strata 
boundaries. 
2.4 ON THE STRATIFICATION OF HIGHLY SKEWED POPULATION 
For the problem of stratification for highly skewed populations, such as 
those encountered in many business surveys, Hedlin (1999) give 
conditions, which must be satisfied for stratum boundaries to minimise 
the variance of the standard expansion estimator of the population total 
(2.4.1). He also gives a solution to the combined problem of allocation 
and stratification in order to nunimise (2.4.1), taking into account that the 
population is finite. 
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h=l "/I 
2 L ,S^ f n. A 
1 (2.4.1; 
The number of strata L, is assumed fixed but arbitrary. A simple random 
sample is drawn from each stratum. The total sample size is fixed. The 
values of a single auxiliary variable are known and it is, although 
unrealistically, assumed that the values of study variables equal those of 
the stratification variable. This assumption is widely used in optimal 
stratification. Assume that the discrete distribution of the stratification 
variable can sufficiently well be approximated by a continuous 
distribution with density /(>'). 
Refer to a stratum where a frame unit is sampled with a probability less 
than one as a genuine sampling stratum as opposed to a certainty stratum 
where all frame units are included in the sample. Suppose strata 
1,2,..., L - 1 are predetermined to be genuine sampling strata and stratum 
L is predetermined to be a certainty stratum. Then a necessary condition 
for a local minimum of (2.4.1) with respect to stratum sample sizes 
ni,«2-".«L and stratum boundaries Ji,^2,• • •, JL- I is the system of 
equations (2.4.2), (2.4.3) and (2.4.4) below, 
(i) Conditions for stratum sample sizes: 
nh=in-NL)^_^'' ^ , h^\,2,3,...,L-l (2.4.2) 
h=\ 
(ii) Conditions for the boundaries y\,y2,---,yL-2 of the genuine 
sampUng strata: 
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iyh-yh)^ 
\_n,^ 
Ni + sl iyh-yh+i)^ 
\_,^h+l ^ 
N h+\ +^w 
(/i = l,23,...,L-2) (2.4.3) 
(iii) Condition for the boundary yi_i of the certainty stratum: 
(yL-l-YL-l)^=^^^Sl_^ (2.4.4) 
These conditions are shown in Hedlin (1998). The proof utilises the 
Kuhn-Tucker theorem. When applying (2.4.2)-(2.4.4) to a finite 
population, the unknown parameters //;,, Yfi and St associated with the 
assumed distribution f{y) must be estimated or guessed by the 
corresponding parameters of the finite population, the stratum sizes, 
means and variances. Equation (2.4.2) is Neyman allocation when 
stratum L is a certainty stratum (eg. Cochran 1977). Equation (2.4.3) is a 
necessary condition for stratum boundaries associated with genuine 
sampling strata. The reason why it differs from that of equation (2.2.7) 
given by Dalenius (1950), is that Dalenius neglects the finite population 
correction factors, that is, he sets (1 - - ^ ) to unity in all strata. 
Equation (2.4.4) with L = 2 is equivalent to the condition of Glasser 
(1962) who finds the optimal size of a certainty stratum when there are 
two strata in all. A similar condition for two strata is given by Dalenius 
(1952). 
How to use (2.4.2)-(2.4.4) in practice as well as the flatness of the 
objective function (2.4.1) is discussed in Hedlin (1998). 
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2.5 ANOTHER APPROACH FOR THE DETERMINATION OF STRATA 
BOUNDARY 
Given a fixed sample size and a fixed number of strata, the Dalenius-
Hodges method provides a quick means of determining strata boundaries 
that approximately minimizes coefficients of variation (c.v). Application 
of their method requires assuming that the (i) finite population correction 
(f.p.c) can be ignored, (ii) the underlying population distribution is 
continuous, and that (iii) the probabiUty density of the variable of interest 
is constant within strata. The minimization basically depends on one 
variable. 
In this section another approach (Winkler 1998) for determining strata 
boundaries for general populations is given for a fixed sample size, the 
approximate minimization depends on five discrete variables: 
1) Number of strata 
2) Sample allocations within strata 
3) Population variance within strata 
4) Population size within strata 
5) Strata boundary break points 
In specific situations if sample design considerations require that certain 
stratification variables, (say number of strata and sample allocations 
within strata) be restricted, minimization can still be performed. 
Here we give the summarization given by Winkler (1998). 
(a) Dalenius and Hodges (1959) stratify to make the quantities 
1/2 
^h -(yh-yh-O h = h2,...,L (2.5.1) 
approximately equal. 
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(b) Ekman (1959) stratifies to make the quantities 
Nh-iyh~yh-\) h = \,2,...,L (2.5.2) 
approximately equal 
where 
yfi= Break point between stratum h and stratum ^ +1. 
Each method (a) and (b) ignores the finite population correction 
(Nfi -nfi)/NfiOT {\- fh) and each uses an easily computed surrogate 
iyh ~ yh-\) fo'^  the standard deviation S^. 
Winkler (1998) has suggested to minimize the variance when sample size 
is fixed. He stratifies in such a way as to assume that the quantities 
^T^Nt.-nO^I'^Shlnh (say5i) (2.5.3) 
are constant for h = 1,2,..., L. 
He assumes a linear cost function, 
L 
<^  = X«ft (2.5.4) 
h=\ 
and ^ = i^/t(A^ft -nh)Sllnh (2.5.5) 
L 
1 
He chooses n/^, and L to minimize C for fixed V, and chooses 
«/i' -^/i. A /^i, and L to minimize V for fixed C. This is equivalent to 
minimizing the product 
( L \( L \ 
V.C = ^H TNh(Nh-nh)Sl/nf, 
h=\ h=l 
Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have that 
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f L 
V.C > 2 / (2.5.6) 
with equality holding if and only if A^^ ^^ (N^ - n^)^^^ S^In^ is constant 
for h = 1,2,..., L. 
Note that we can only expect to get exact expression in (2.5.3) when 
underlying distributions are continuous. With real-world data, the 
underlying distributions are discrete. We can thus, obtain true minima by 
examining a finite set of stratifications for which approximate equality 
holds. 
Another stratification method due to Winkler (1998) is to make, the 
expression 
^ r ^^h -rih)^!'^ (Sh/rih)^^^ (say ^2) (2.5.7) 
constant for h = 1,2,..., L. 
Equality in (2.5.5) assures that each of the terms in the variance given by 
equation (2.5.5) are equal. If each n/j is equal, then the stratification 
yielding equalities in (2.5.7) agrees with the stratification yielding 
equalities in (2.5.3). 
Remark: 
The chief differences between the above approaches that is in the 
methods of Dalenius and Hodges and that of Ekman are: 
I. One takes account for the finite population correction 
II. Uses the standard deviation S/, instead of the surrogate 
(yh -y / / - i )> 
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III. Allows choice among a finite number of stratifications for 
which approximate equahty in (2.5.3) holds. 
The empirical approaches show that the two methods S\ and 52 are 
roughly equivalent and slightly better than the method of Ekman. All 
three methods are better than the method of Dalenius and Hodges. 
Particularly in skewed populations both the methods Si & S2 and 
Ekman's method perform better than the method of Dalenius and Hodges. 
2.6 A NEW METHOD TO DEFINE STRATA BOUNDARIES 
Cochran (1961) compared the first two methods, attributing good 
performance to both; Hess, Sethi and Balakrishnan (1966) also made the 
same comparison, revealing a slightly better performance by the Ekman 
method for a number of strata bigger than two. Murthy (1967) also 
verified a good performance by the Ekman method. 
But the choice of a method must also take care of how convenient it is. 
For example, although the Ekman method proves the best for estimator 
precision, it is troublesome to apply and is thus less used in comparison 
with the Dalenius and Hodge method, which is easier to apply. 
In this section we describe Natural Class Method (NCM) proposed by 
G. Nicilini (2001), to make strata boundaries. This method has been 
proposed to form classes in which variance is lowest, when the frequency 
distribution of a quantitative continuous variable has been employed to 
verify a goodness of fit hypothesis by ;^^ test. In such a case, it has been 
proved that the multinomial test distribution is better approximated by 
Chi-square distribution {Mineo (1978, 1979), Nicolini (1987)}. So the 
constraint of lowest within classes variance suggests using NCM in the 
formation of the strata. 
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2.6.1 NATURAL CLASSES METHOD (N.C.M) 
Given a population subdivided into L strata (or classes) with Nf^ units, 
L 
with 2^ ;V;i = A^ , the following breakdown of deviation holds: 
h=\ 
(A^_l)52 =J^iNh -\)Sl +J,Nh{Yh -Yf (2.6.1) 
h h 
where 5^ and F are respectively variance and mean of population. For 
large N, >0 
^ N 
and taking (.N^ -1) / (^ -1) = W^/i and N^ /(N -1) = W^ 
Thus s"=J^WhSl+'^Wh{Yh-Yf (2.6.2) 
ft ft 
Introducing in (2.6.2) the factor {\- f)/n, it emerges that the left hand 
side is the estimator variance in the simple random sampling; the first 
term of the right hand side is the estimator variance in the stratified 
random sampling with proportional allocation, while the last term is the 
increase of variance in the simple random sampling with respect to the 
stratified random sampling. In order to give a sensitive effect to the 
stratification it is necessary to form strata so that tlie second addend is 
maximum and, consequently, the first minimunL The method proposed to 
reach this objective is to measure the distances between the values of the 
stratification variable with a particular index of spread. From among the 
possible distance functions the following is chosen: 
•\lJ.(yi-yj)^^iNj (2.6.3) 
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(where iJ = l...,K, K represents the number of values, Ni >\ and 
N >\ are the frequencies associated respectively with F,- and Yj) 
because this function satisfies the equality: 
I I C ^ / -Yj)^NiNj =2Nj^(Yi -Y^Ni (2.6.4) 
i J '• 
Equation (2.6.4) puts in evidence that the sum of the deviations between 
the values of the variable is the same as the sum of the deviations of the 
above values with respect to a centre represented by their arithmetic mean 
f. It follows that the centre or middle point of the class coincides with 
the arithmetic mean of the values contained in it, so that the variability in 
the class is minimum. 
At the moment of survey the continuous variable necessarily assumes 
discontinuous values but, in order to respect its nature, these values can 
be grouped in tiny intervals, to which frequencies even bigger than one 
unit can correspond. For example, if the stature of two individuals is 1677 
mm and 1683 mm, these individuals can be included in the same class: 
1675-1685; or even, by approximation, they can both be attributed a 
stature equal to 1680 nmi, which represents the middle point of the class. 
In this way the values of the continuous variable are associated with a 
frequency different from one unit. We can thus indicate the distribution of 
a quantitative continuous variable as [(l",/ ,Kj^), A /^], where (YnJn) are 
the boundaries of a very small class and A^^ are the frequencies 
(i = l,2,---,K). Let Fj be the mean between boundaries, so that the 
distribution is formed by K ordered pairs (F .^^ V/); then we can 
determine L, L< K , natural classes by the following two steps: 
(i) we define the quantity: 
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^ _ _ A y V i _ (y._^ ^ _K.)2 j^XX...\Kll] (2.6.5) 
(where [ A: / 2] is the integer part of /^ / 2) for continuous values r,, K +^i, 
(ii) we group the values Yi, Kj+i for which we observe 
Vj = minimum, and we put 
with frequency Nj = Ni + Ni+i 
Steps (i) and (ii) are repeated until L distinct values Y^ are reached, each 
of which represents the mean of the natural class (or stratum), the 
boundaries of which correspond respectively to the smallest and biggest 
value contained in the class. The condition of minimum variability in the 
class is satisfied by the minimum condition imposed by (2.6.5) and by 
subsequent inclusion in the class of the Yi closest to the centre which, on 
the basis of (2.6.4), coincides with the mean value. 
NCM determines a division in classes closely adhering to the real 
distribution of the variable. We therefore believe that, used in the 
construction of the strata, it is capable of satisfying the basic constraint of 
the stratification and at the same time providing optimal stratification. 
2.6.2 COMPARISONS BETWEEN NATURAL CLASSES METHOD (NCM) 
AND DALENIUS AND HODGE METHOD (DHM) 
DHM constructs strata boundaries quite equally, paying relatively little 
attention to the distribution shape. For example, it groups together in a 
single stratum the tail values of the distribution, forming a numerous 
strata containing very different units of the population including those 
with the highest values. On the contrary NCM gives greater importance to 
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these units, inserting them in a stratum of more limited dimensions but 
more clearly identifiable. This is naturally more evident when the number 
of strata is large. 
This method is not uniformly better then DHM. It has better performance 
for greater number of strata. The fact has been shown by the author 
himself by taking simulated values for x^^^ and ;|^ ^^ 20) ^ ^ Normal 
()U = 100, G = 10) distributions. 
2.7 OPTIMUM WITH RESPECT TO NUMBER O F OBSERVATIONS (n) 
AND NUMBER O F STRATA (L) 
The whole discussion on stratification seems to be partially elaborated, if 
we do not consider the optimization with respect to n and L, given that 
allocation of sample sizes is optimal and that the determination of stratum 
boundaries is optimal. 
1 ^ 
Wh and Sh in Viyst) = -(^^hShf ' depend upon the solution 
(2.2.7), so that Viy^f) is a very complicate function of L which can not 
be expressed explicitly due to lack of explicit solution to (2.2.7). 
We note that if the cost is a function of n and L, then for fixed cost, a 
choice of L determines n. Here we approximate V(y^,^), using cum 7 7 
method for optimization with respect to L. For this let 
oo 
K= j[/(r)]^/^rfr and K'=K'^/\2S^ (2.7.1) 
L 
From (2.2.8) by the definition of A^ we have Y,'^h=K-
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Also from (2.2.9) we have that 
W,rSh=Al/yfvl (2.7.2) 
The right hand side of (2.2.9) was minimized when A/^  's had a common 
value namely 
Ah=K/L (2-7.3) 
which amounts to saying that by equal partition of cum-// , an 
approximation solution of (2.7.4) is obtained. 
Thus an approximation to V{yst), in the c u m ^ / sense, by using (2.7.2) 
and (2.7.3) and keeping in mind that we had minimized 
V{yst)^K^ mnl} {1.1 A) 
and alternatively V{yst) = K's'^ Inl} (2.7.5) 
As L increases, the approximation becomes increasingly valid since the 
approximation to / (y) within strata become applied to narrower strata. 
Now the variance to be minimized is, by (2.7.5) K'S^ In]}, which is 
equivalent to minimizing \lnj}. Thus the solution does not involve K' 
or S . We take the cost function as 
C = co+Cin+0(L) (2.7.6) 
where CQ is the overhead cost and 0 (L) represents the cost of forming 
L strata and is omitted in the case of no stratification (L = 1). Function 
0 (L) is non- negative, increasing and differentiable. 
A routine application of the technique of Lagrange multipliers yields, 
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n = L<l>'{L)/2ci (2.7.7) 
so that by (2.7.6), L is the solution of the differential equation 
C = co+-L(l)\L) = (t){L) (2.7.8) 
once (2.7.8) is solved for L, n is given by (2.7.7). 
In particular, when ^ has the form 
0(L) = co+C2L'" (2.7.9) 
for some m > 0, the approximate optimal L and n are given, putting 
C-CQ-C'Q , , _ , ^ , ^2.7.10) 
(2.7.11) 
(2.7.12) 
di = 
by L = 
(/=1,2) 
-]l/m 
and 
m + 2 
m 
« = • 
m + 2 4 
and the approximately optimal allocation of sample sizes is then 
/ 
nlL = m 
m + 2 
V/' m 
m + 2 
(2.7.13) 
We note that the optimal L does not depend upon C[, nor the optimal n 
upon C2-
If 0 is linear (m = 1), we obtain 
2 1 (2.7.14) 
The solution depends only upon the form (2.7.9) and not upon the 
parameter K' or S . Thus given the cost function (2.7.6) the optimal L 
and n for fixed C are approximately independent of the distribution of 
involved. 
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CHAPTER 3 
OPTIMUM STRATIFIED SAMPLING USING PRIOR INFORMATION 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter, we discuss some results given by Ericson (1965). The 
results are concerned with optimum allocation of sampling effort among 
L strata in a case where prior information is available. In one sense these 
results generalize the now well-known optimum allocation results of 
Neyman (1934) as discussed in Cochran (1977). Here normal model is 
assumed. 
3.2 PRIOR INFORMATION CONCERNING THE UNKNOWN STRATUM 
MEANS 
Ericson (1965) discusses as to how the Neyman stratified allocation 
result generalizes when it is assumed that there is prior information 
concerning the unknown stratum means. He assumes that prior 
information is expressible in the form of a multi-variate normal prior 
distribution. The more general allocation problem is solved by 
minimizing the posterior variance of any given linear combination of 
unknown normal strata means subject to a budget consUaint. A salient 
feature of the solution is that for limited budgets one may rely solely on 
his prior information concerning some strata.-
Suppose that population has been divided into L strata. Let ///, be the 
unknown population mean of the elements within the h^ stratum. 
Suppose that Wfi is the known proportion of population elements falling 
within the /i^ ^ stratum and let w and /x be IxL row vectors of the 
Wh,s and iiih,s. That is fi={^ii,...,liL) and vv=(wi,...,w^). The 
overall population mean, ft , is then given by 
^L=^w' (3.2.1) 
where the superscript "f" denotes transpose. 
Let the sti:atified sample be a vector n = {n\,n2,--, ni) where n/j >0 is 
the number of observations drawn independentiy from the h^ stratum. 
Let X = (Jci,..., 3c£) denote the vector of sample means (Jc/j =0 whenever 
nfi=0) and let a^ (h = l,...,L) denote the known within sttatum 
sampling variances. It is assumed that, given ju. x_ has a conditional L-
variate normal distribution defined by the mean vector ^, and the 
diagonal variance- covariance matiix V whose diagonal elements are 
"^hh -^h l^h- ^ s o let a cost vector be defined by c = {c\,...,ci) 
where c/j is the per observation cost of sampling witiiin the h^^ stratum. 
Suppose tiiere exists prior information concerning the fif{s which can be 
adequately summarized or approximated by assigning to jU a L-variate 
normal prior distribution with mean vector m^  and non-singular variance-
covariance matrix V' = (y'^^). 
We have to estimate tiie overall population mean \x, in the form of a 
posterior distribution of \i which represents the combination of prior and 
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sample information regarding this unknown quantity. 
Within the specification given above the posterior distribution of /i given 
any stratified sample n>0 and observed x is, as shown by Raiffa and 
Schlaifer (1961), L-variate normal with mean vector 
rn,= [xN + m^N'][NT^ (3.2.2) 
and variance-covariance matrix 
V'' = [N'r^=[N + N'r\ (3.2.3) 
where N =V-^ and N' = (V'r^ 
The overall population mean ju, being a linear combination of (3.2.1) of 
the Hh's, has therefore both a univariate normal prior distribution with 
mean m' = ni_w^, and variance v' = wV' w^, and a univariate normal 
posterior distribution with parameters m'=ni_w^ and 
It should be noted that normality of the within stratum population is not 
essential on normality of J/j is assumed. The posterior distributions 
involved are thus conditional on these observed stratum means and are 
conditional on all observations in cases where the X^'J- are sufficient 
statistics. 
The problem is to find that stratified sample n > 0 which minimizes the 
posterior variance of ju, 
V' = W{N + N')~^M/ , (3.2.4) 
Subject to a total budgetary constraint, that is, subject to the condition 
that 
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cn'=C, (3.2.5) 
where C is the total budget available for sampling. 
It seems reasonable that when differential prior information exists then 
the optimum allocation should be such that the greater the apriori 
information concerning an unknown stratum mean, the fewer the number 
of observations which should be drawn from that stratum. Also, if apriori 
fXfi and iJ-k are highly correlated, as reflected by a relatively large prior 
covariance between jUfi and /if^, then there is some opportunity to obtain 
information concerning ju^ by sampling from A: stratum and vice-versa. 
It is convenient to think of the optimum stratified sample, given by the 
vector n , say, as a function of the total sampling budget C, that is for 
each C > 0 there is some "optimum" stratified sample, n > 0, which 
minimizes the posterior variance of n subject to the budget constraint, 
(3.2.5). 
We discuss only two special cases in the subsections below and not the 
general case. In the first case the prior covariance matrix is diagonal, that 
is apriori ^ifi and n^ ^^ not correlated with each other. In the second 
case there are only two strata (L = 2) and apriori /i/j and fif. are 
correlated with each other. 
3.2.1 DIAGONAL PRIOR COVARIANCE MATRIX 
In this case V is diagonal {v',^j^ =0, h^k) the problem is one of finding 
nh>0, h = l,...,L (3.2.1.1) 
which minimizes >iff^ ^n* Ajaf ^ S 
^'=lW^/(nhh+n,J(jl) (3.2.1.2) 
subject to the constraint 
J,Chnh = C (3.2.1.3) 
where n'^h = 1 / ^ 'hh ^^ the elements of the diagonal matrix A '^. 
The solution in this special case for any budget C consists in sampling 
some subset of the strata. The number of strata sampled increases with C 
and once the h stratum is sampled the optimum number of observations 
from that stratum is a piece wise linear increasing function of C. 
More specifically, let BQ=°O and Bi^={Gii.,[ci^)l(Wh'^'hh)^ ^ d 
suppose that the strata are numbered such that 
BQ>BX>B2>...,>BI. (3.2.1.4) 
Given this numbering, C > 0 can be partitioned as follows: 
for r = 0,l,....,L-l, let 
/ , ={C|C, <C<C,_i} (3.2.1.5) 
where C_i =00 
L L 
^ d C,=5,+i X Wf,ah4^- Y.Ch<ylnhh (3.2.1.6) 
h=r+\ /i=r+l 
.0 The optimum sample sizes, n^, are then given, for CG/^,by 
n^ j =0, h<r (3.2.1.7) 
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. 0 ^h^^h 
and n^ j = k=r+l 
k=r+l 
^hh 
h> r (3.2.1.8) 
Examination of this solution shows that for C>Co, all L strata are 
sampled, the sample sizes all increasing Unearly with C. hi CQ, n^ 
become zero and remains zero for all smaller budgets. As C decreases 
pfrom CQ the n? all decreases linearly with C until they become zero (at 
the points C\, C2 etc.) and remain zero. The strata drop for consideration 
in the optimum scheme (become zero) in the order of their values of B^. 
Assuming for the moment that the Bf^'s are distinct, for very small 
budgets one san^les optimally only in that stratum which yields the 
greatest information (reduction of posterior variance) for a given 
expenditure, that stratum is the one with the least value of 
^h -^h4^l^h ^'hh • ^s the budget increases more and more of the 
strata are sampled and they are added to the optimum scheme in order of 
increasing values of fi/j, until for sufficiently large budgets all strata are 
sampled. Thus, for limited budgets, the sampler may rely solely on his 
prior information concerning some strata and on a combination of prior 
and sample information for the remaining strata. 
When there is little or no prior information, in the sense that the prior 
variances v^ /j are all very large the optimum allocation is given 
approximately by letting v'f^f^^^ (/i = 1,2,...,L) in the above result. 
Doing so, one finds that the only non-empty interval, /^, is for r = 0, 
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hence CQ = 0 and thus the nJJ for all h and C > 0 are given 
approximately by letting v)j/i_^ eo in (3.2.1.8) or by 
^ 0 ^ W ^ _ C ^ h = \,2,...,L (3.2.1.9) 
k=\ 
which is the well-known stratified allocation formula. 
3.2.2 NON-DIAGONAL PRIOR COVARIANCE MATRIX 
If the assumption of zero prior covariance is dropped, the solution and its 
derivation become a good deal more complicated. The complexities 
arising in the general case can easily be seen for the special case of two 
strata. 
When L = 2 the problem stated in (3.2.4) may be reformulated as one of 
choosing nfi and «22 ^^  minimize 
r 2 ' TJ/ 2 ' 
if _ Wf n22 + V/^ n{i - IW1W2 ni2 
V =— ~ (3.2.2.1) 
«n«22-(«12) 
subject to 
and 
* ^ / nhh^n/if,, h = l,2 (3.2.2.2) 
di nil + djn22 = D, (3.2.2.3) 
where 4h=nhh+{n,JnGh^), df,=^Gf,,and 
D = C + d^n{i+dln'22, h = \,2. 
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If the "non-negativity" constraints (3.2.2.2) are ignored, the problem can 
be solved using ordinary Lagrange multipliers. Forming the augmented 
function 
L=v" + X{d^ nf 1 + ^ 2 "22 ~•^ ) ' (3.2.2.4) 
where /I is the multiplier, it is easy to verify that as D varies the critical 
points (two for each D) of L fall along the lines 
(3.2.2.5) 
and 
where 
and 
«ll=^ll'l22+^12 
"n = «21«22 + «22. 
eu=-e2l(Wid2)/(W2di), 
1^2 = 
^22 = 
[W2 rfi ^ 
W2^J[^ 
«12> 
«12. 
(3.2.2.6) 
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n I 
n\\ nxi^n^i 
«r i=^ l l«22+^12 
"I'l = ^21 "22 + ^22 
Figure -1 
nfl = ni 1 
«22 
* / 
«11 "22= "22 
«11=^11«22+«12 
nil =«11 
^^11= ^21^22+^22 
Figure - 2 
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Plotting these lines of critical points, along with the region where the 
Hfi's are non-negative, that is, the region 
R' = {{n{ 1^  n22 )| nfi ^ n{ i and n22 ^ "22 }' 
and assuming, without loss of generality, that the strata are numbered 
such that 
W2(rfinii+d2«12) ^ Wi(din{2+d2n22), 
then again we find the situations where only one strata is sampled and for 
the other one we solely depend on the prior information. The situations 
depend upon the budget and prior information available regarding the two 
strata. For a large budget we sample both strata. The situations are 
explained in the given two figures. The same phenomenon applies in the 
general case of L strata. The more concerned reader is referred to 
Ericson (1965). 
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CHAPTER 4 
DOUBLE SAMPLING FOR STRATIFICATION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Draper and Guttman (1968) have given the allocation formulae for the 
second phase observations in a two phase stratified sampling procedure, 
when the population is normally distributed with unknown mean and 
unknown variance. They assume that the prior information available, 
before the first phase allocation is made, can be represented by 
independent, locally uniform, prior distribution on fij^ and a}. That is a 
priori they assume 
P{Gl)dGlo.±-dal 
'h 
As a generalization of the above Khan (1976) assumes the joim prior 
distribution of the two variables (mean and variance) to be the normal 
gamma distribution. 
The usefulness of Khan's (1976) results lies in the fact that these are 
applicable for varying degree of prior information. It includes as special 
case all the results given by Draper and Guttman (1968). Moreover if we 
have different degree of prior information for different strata, the results 
still hold good. 
We also give in the end the allocation formula when there are k-
characteristics. The case was first discussed by Draper and Guttman 
(1968 a), using prior information. They used Jeffrey's invariant prior. 
Afterwards Sekkappan (1981) gave the allocation formula in the second 
phase of a two phase sampling procedure, when there are k-
characteristics. He adopts super population approach. The Sekkappan's 
formula is a generalization of Draper and Guttman's formula (1968), and 
is a generalization of Khan's (1976) formula for a single character 
(^ = 1). 
4.2 DOUBLE SAMPLING FOR STRATIFICATION 
In the following we give some results concerning double sampling for 
stratification. The strata weights are often used in estimating unbiasedly 
the mean or the total of the character under study. If these weights are not 
known, the technique of double sampling can be used which consists of 
selecting a preliminary sample of size n' by simple random sampling, 
without replacement, to estimate the strata weights and then further 
selecting a sub-sample of n units with n^ units from the h^^ stratum, to 
L 
collect information on the character under study, such that X "/i = " • 
h=\ 
L t^ ^ / i= — . be proportion of population falling in/i^'^ stratum 
{h^ stratum weight). 
Double sampling in this stratified framework is conducted as follows in 
two steps: 
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1) Select an SRS of size n'. Here, we find n'^, the number of 
observations in this "easy-to-take" sample from stratum h, 
Let, Wh=^, the proportion of the sample in stratum h. 
n 
2) Take a stratified random sample from the n' units in the initial 
sample. 
Let rifi =the number of units sampled from stratum h. 
Normally, the stratified random sample estimates the population mean Y 
L 
using y^t = ^ ^hyh- ^® difference here is that we are estimating Wfj 
h=l 
with W}j based on the initial sample. This gives the double sampling 
L 
stratified estimator of the mean: y^f^ = X ^/i ^ ft ' 
h=\ 
where j / ^ =the sample mean in the /i stratum. 
Theorem 4.2.1 In double sampling for stratification, the estimate 
L 
ystd =Yu^hyh is unbiased estimator of the population mean F , 
h=\ 
i.e. Eiy^t^ ) = Y, and its variance is given by 
yiystd) = J. 'g^ 
V« J 
Whi\-Wh)+W, 2 
(4.2.1) 
if the second sample is selected independently of the first. 
, N-n , ^ nu 
where g = and //j = " 
^ - 1 " A^ , 
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Corollary 4.2.1 For large population, n'lN and n^ jt^h are negligible, 
then g = 1, and 
.2 
L r 
ft 
'^-^ + ^ J:Wf,iYh-Y)^. (4.2. 2) 
CoroUary 4.2.2 For proportional allocation nh=nWfi,the variance of 
the double sampling procedure is approximately given by 
'prop Viystd)prop^lWlAiw,(Y,-Y)\ 
^h=\ " h=\ 
(4.2.3) 
after ignoring W/j(l-W^). 
which shows that the between strata contribution to the variance would be 
much smaller with double sampling procedure. 
Theorem 4.2.2 In stratified double sampling, an unbiased estimator of 
^^ystd) is given by 
h • I . 
V n n n 
(4.2.4) 
when jpc is ignored i.e. EMystd)]=y{ystd)-
Corollary 4.2.3 In stratified double sampling, if the second sample is 
drawn independently of the first sample, so that n^ do not depends on 
^h' and //j are negligible, the variance Viy^td) is given by 
h=\ "/t n 
"^hiyh-YY (4.2.5) 
h=\ 
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L 
Corollary 4.2.4 In the double sampling, Pstd =Y,^hPh is an un-
biased estimator of the population proportion P, where w/, and /?/, are 
the estimates of weight and proportion in the h stratum. 
Its sampling variance in large population is given by 
where P^ is the proportion in the /i^  stratmn. 
4.3 OPTIMUM ALLOCATION 
In this method, usually, the problem is to obtain the value of n and n^ 
(and ultimately n) so as to minimise the variance of the estimator for a 
given cost. The exact expressions for w^  and n' leading to minimum 
variance are rather complicated. However, Neyman (1938) suggested 
w ^ 
allocations of n^ j proportional to W^S^, that is, nii=n—^ ^ 
Substitute these values in the variance expression V{ystd). after ignoring 
We have 
ny,,,) = 2^^+X^^^^-^^^f^. Then 
h=\ "^h h=\ « 
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^^ f 1 ^  - -' 
h=\ h=\ 
V V 
•— + — 
n n 
(4.3.1) 
where, V = 
r L \2 
h=l 
Now our problem is to find optimum values of n and n', such that 
variance V(y^ f^  )opf is minimum subject to the condition of fixed cost C. 
The cost function for double sampling is of the form 
C = CQ + c'n + en. Where CQ is the overhead cost, and c and c are the 
co^i per unit of measuring the auxiliary variate and study variate, 
respectively. 
Define a Lagrange Multipliers function 
0 = ^ (y«rf )opt + -^ (^ 0 + c'n +cn-C). 
Differentiating 0 with respect to «' and n, and equating to zero, we get 
^ - = - : ^ - ^ ' 
V /I = , and 
n en 
= 0 = — - + Ac => '^  = — r 
3« n^ cn^ 
Thus, 
V 
' '2 2 
c n en 
V z /2 n n 
or — = or 
c'V cV 
or 
en c'n' + en 
n n 
IcV -icy 
c'4c\r e4cy e'4cr+e47v 
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C - C Q ^ C-CQ 
Therefore, the optimum values of «' and « are obtained as 
n' C-CQ 
4^ V^cV^v' + Vd/] 
Similarly, 
n _ C-CQ 
7FV~4^[4^ + 4CV] 
{C-CQ)4?V {C-CQ)^ 
n = 
•^[4cy'-^4cV] 4c[47v^+4cv]' 
For these values of n and n, the minimum variance of y^.^^ is given by 
+ (C-co) (C-co) 
(C-CQ) {C-CQ) 
4.4 OPTIMUM ALLOCATION USING BAYESIAN APPROACH 
In 1976, Khan gave an optimum allocation for the second phase of the 
two-phase sampling procedure. His results are a generalization of the 
earlier results given by Draper and Guttman (1968). He assumed that the 
joint prior distribution of the two variables (that is mean and variance) to 
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be the normal gamma distribution. The results arrived at by him include 
all the results of Draper and Guttman as special case. Let /J.^ and cr^  be 
the unknown population mean and variance of the elements within the 
/i^ ^ stratum' respectively. At the first phase a predetermined number of 
observations n^ are taken from the /i^ '^  stratum. Let Xfij^ be the value of 
the k^^ unit in the /i^^stratum. Let Nfi be the number of observations to 
be taken in the /i^ ^ stratum in the second phase of sampling, which results 
in the observations y^j^. 
Let Wfi be the proportion of the population lying in the h' stratum, 
thatis W^+W2+... + Wi=l. 
Let C be the total expenditure to be allowed in the survey. Suppose a 
proportion a of the total cost is spent in the first phase of sampling. So a 
portion (1 - a) C is left for taking observations in the second phase. Now 
if Cfi is the cost of enumeration of a single unit in the h^^ stratum then 
^Chnf,=aC, ^ChNh=a-a)C (4.4.1) 
We have to estimate the overall population mean " 
The problem is to allocate A^ ^ 's optimally to the different strata subject 
to the budget restriction (4.4.1). Here two approaches are employed, 
namely 
1) Preposterior analysis 
2) Posterior analysis 
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1) Preposterior Analysis 
Suppose that observations Xf^j^ are normally distributed with unknown 
mean /X/j and unknown variance a^ ='^1 ^h- The likelihood of the first 
phase observations are given by 
J. -i 
Y{(.27t) 2"' e 2'" ^{Xhk -^h)'^ A-;''/^  (4.4.2) 
^ . ~n, ~r,n. 
Which can be written as 
JJ[(2;r)2 e 2 2 
h=\ 
which is proportional to 
[[e 2 2 
which can be rewritten as (Raiffa and Schlaifer 1961, pp.299) 
L - 1 
(l)/2 
where 
v^ = n/z - 1 , the number of degrees of freedom of s} and 5{n,,) 
is given by 
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(Q ifm^ = 0 which is the number of degrees of freedom of Xf, 
The joint prior distribution of the two variables is taken as normal gamma 
distribution, which is the natural conjugate distribution. Then the joint 
distribution of (M,r) after the first phase observations will again be 
normal gamma distribution. By minimizing the variance of Y,^hyh the 
natural preposterior estimator of /i = ^W^fih with respect to Nf^ gives 
the allocation 
^•J^Z31£.JJ^ (44.4, 
where A?=--^—.vl 
^ Vh-2 "" 
[v^+5(n;,)] + [vf+5(nft)]-5(n^) 
n'h,mfi,Vfi and V^  are the parameters of the preposterior distribution. 
where nj,=n',^n,, m^ ="^"^f "^"^^^ 
if we take all n^ = 0 and v^ = 0 then the allocation (4.4.4) becomes 
which is identical with the result given by Draper and Guttman (1968 ). 
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2) Posterior Analysis 
If the posterior after the first phase of sampling is taken as the prior 
distribution of (M/i>^ft) for the second phase, all the parameters of this 
posterior distribution play the role of the parameters of the prior 
distribution for the second phase of sampling. 
Now if observations y^k. arises, from the second phase and if Nj^ is the 
number of observations in the h stratum in the second phase then the 
likelihood is 
^ —rhNhiyh-^^hf ^SiNh) Ug^^^ 1 (2) 
n ^ 2 r^ ^2 rh 2'^ (4-4.6) 
h=l 
where v^ ^ = N/j - 1 , the number of degrees of freedom of g ^. 
Where gl={Nh-l)-^t(yhk-yhf 
k=l 
fO ifNu=0 
and 5iNh) = \ ' ' ^ 
If the prior distribution of the variables (^^j, r/j) is for the second phase of 
observations then the posterior distribution of (yU/j, r/j) will again be 
normal ganmia distribution. By minimizing the expected posterior 
variance of the over all population mean yU = X^/iM/i with respect to 
Nfi, gives the allocation 
,,, (C + Ic ; ,4 ) Wf^Ahcf , 
^h = ;: X - -j^-in'h +n,,) (4.4.7) 
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1 * 1 
1 Vh^h 2 where A f = - ^ - ^ x ^ 
2 
^^ [ v ^ + 5 K ) ] + [v^2^+5(iV;,)]-5(n^) 
v^= [v^+5(4)+vf^ +5<iV;,)]-5(«;:) 
if we take all n^ = 0 and v^ = 0 then 
which is identical with the result given by Draper and Guttman (1968). 
The formula (4.4.7) may produce negative values. In this case we 
reallocate N/j's by minimizing the variance only over those strata for 
which N}i is positive. Let A^ ^ be the reallocated value. Then set Nj^ =0 
if Nfi is zero or negative. Tlie remaining A^ ^ are then given by 
(l-a)C + ^Ch{nh+n^j) 1/2 
^h = X ' ' \ - in'j, + n,) (4.4.9) 
+ 
where ^ indicates that the sum is only over those strata for which A^  
+ 
was positive. 
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If the formula again produces negative values we repeat the process. 
Eventually the process terminates with some zero and some positive 
A^/,,'s. 
W/, Unknown: 
In this case, we assume that 'apriori' the distiibution of W^ is the 
Dirichlet distribution defined by 
rCVi + V 2 + . - . + V f ) „ , V i - l TirVr-l 
PiW^,...,WL)= ^ ^^ —W^' > - V 
Ylnvk) 
k=l 
and thus parallel results are obtained for preposterior and posterior 
allocations except ±at W/^ are now replaced by 
Wf^=E(Wh) = J'!'^^\, foth = l,...,L 
where v^i' are the parameters of the Dirichlet distribution. 
4.5 OPTIMUM ALLOCATION IN THE SECOND PHASE WHEN k 
CHARACTERISTICS ARE INVOLVED 
Sekkappan (1981) has obtained optimum allocation formula in stratified 
sampling from a finite population with k characteristics under study. He 
uses super population approach put forth by Ericson (1969). Allocation at 
tiie second phase is obtained using information obtained from the first 
phase. All tiie notations, the set up, the cost function and the line of 
approach being the same as that of Khan (1976) and that of Draper and 
Guttman (1968). Here also considers two approaches, 
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1) Bayesian Analysis 
Assumed that the W/j are known, and that a, c^C and L are all 
specified. The h^^ stratum finite population is viewed as a sample of size 
Nil from a k dimensional normal super population with unknown mean 
vector and unknown variance- covariance matrix. 
He finds and minimizes the expected posterior variance of the overall 
L 
population mean vector, M = X^/ i ^/i 
h=\ 
He assumes the conjugate multivariate normal gamma prior for (0^^, /TJ, ), 
and obtained his results. Thus he minimize tr{E\V_{iJL]) that is 
! « ' > * ' 
h=\ 
1- 1 
«ft + «/i 
(4.5.1) 
where 
E[)Lm=t,A 2V^V^^( l /2 )v^ - l ( 1 + V 1 + V 1 A 
[rifi+nfi I. 
A?=,4}lxi^MzlL.-^^^ 
v'h-2 ( l /2)v^- l Ni 
subject to the budget restriction (4.4.1). This leads to the formula 
1 
^ic.n'.^aC^'^'^^^^^^^^^ 
h=\ E^/ J^ /ZV^>/1^^«UA^ 
nh (4.5.2) 
However, in the case when the unknown Xf^j possessed by {h, j)^'^ 
{h = l,...,L and j = l,...,Nf^) population element is a scalar, that is, 
^ = 1, the formula (4.5.2) is still true where A^ is now equal to 
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^2_^4vl^a/2)v;;-i 
^ Vh-2 ( l /2 )v^- l 
and v^, Vft ,v^ are defined corresponding for the /c = 1. 
The formula (4.5.2) may produce negative values. In this case we 
reallocate the n^j's by minimizing the variance only over those strata for 
which rifi is positive as explained by Draper and Guttman (1968). Then 
we obtain 
nh=- x-i f^h (4-5.3) 
where ^ indicates that the sum is only over those strata for which nh 
+ 
was positive. This process may be continued till the process terminates 
with some zero and some positive n/j 's. 
It can be deduced easily from the first phase allocation formula (4.5.2) by 
replacing rt;,,iV;,,4,v^,V^ and v^ by iV^,iV;j-n;,,n^,v^,V^' and 
vJl respectively, that is 
/ I ^ , ^ Wf,Af,4^^\ + n'f,,Nf, 
^h^h +C —/— /. / .=-^^h +nh) (4.5.4) 
yh=l E ^h^h 4^^^ + nhlNh 
In addition to k = \ and if the stratum sizes A^^ j's are large. Symbols 
remaining same as in the section (4.4). This result reduces to Khan's 
(1976) result given in (4.4.7), and also satisfies the results of Draper and 
Guttman (1968) when n^ =0 and v/, =0. 
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2) Preposterior Analysis 
He again proceeds in the same way as we have shown in section (4.4), of 
course with the complexities of Multivariate, since k characteristics are 
under consideration. He finds the allocation formula as 
^.J^.^^^^^^h? (4.5.5) 
h=\ 
Suppose that unknown Xfy possessed by the (h,j) population element 
is a scalar, that is, k = l. Then the allocation formula (4.5.5) reduces to 
, ( l - a ) C WuAuJc^ 
where A? = 
h ] 
VI 
_ [Vh Vh + nhm'^^] + [v;^ ^ Vf^ + rif, m'^] -nj, 
When there is only one character fc = 1, and if the sampling fraction is 
very small so that nf^/Nfi is negligible relative to unity, then the above 
allocation formula reduces to (4.5.6), which is similar to formula (4.4.4) 
as obtained by Khan (1976). Further when n^ =0 and v^ =0, the above 
formula reduces to Draper and Guttman (1968). 
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CHAPTER 5 
DOUBLE SAMPLING FOR STRATIFICATION FOR ATTRIBUTE 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Newbold (1971) obtains formulas for optimally allocating a sample 
among L strata at the second phase of a two-phase sampling procedure in 
sampling for proportions. Khan, (1972) gave a generalization of the 
results obtained by Newbold (1971). His generalization is such that it 
includes all the results of Newbold (1971). 
Afterwards Khan, (1976) gave the formulae for optimally allocating a 
sample among L strata at the second phase of a two phase sampling 
procedure in the case when there are m - attributes. 
5.2 OPTIMUM ALLOCATION IN THE CASE OF PROPORTION USING 
BAYESIAN APPROACH 
Suppose that there are L strata. Let the proportion of mdividuals, 
possessing a given attribute, in the h'^stratum be P„. Suppose two-phase 
sampling procedure is adopted. At the first phase a predetermined number 
of obserx^ations rif, are taken from the h^'stiatum. Let the number of 
individuals in the samples from the /z'''stratum possessing the attribute be 
af,. Let A^ ^ be the number of observations to be taken in the /i '^' stratum 
in the second phase and suppose a number b,, of individuals possess the 
attribute in equation out of the number A/^ . 
Let Wh be the proportion of individuals falling in the /i^ ^ stratum, so that 
L 
^W^j =1. Let C be the total cost permitted in the survey. Suppose a 
h=l 
proportion a of total cost is spent in the first phase of sampling. So a 
portion (1 - a) C is left for taking observations in the second phase. If 
th 
Cfj is the cost of sampling one individual from the h stratum, then 
J^Chnh=aC, '^ChN'h=i\-a)C (5.2.1) 
We have to estimate the over all population proportion 
P= W1P1+W2P2+...+WLPL, 
And the problem is to allocate Nj^'s optimally to the different strata, 
subject to the budget restriction (5.2.1) 
Two different approaches are employed, namely 
1) Preposterior Analysis 
2) Posterior or Bayesian Analysis 
1) Preposterior Analysis 
We take the assumption that the sample size in each stratum is small 
compared to the size of the strata, so that the distribution of the a/, and 
bh are approximately binomial. The likelihood of the first phase 
observations is then 
n.,,(;;:,,,)Cc-^>.)"'-- ('".=0.1 „„,, (5.2.2, 
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Assume that P\,P2,--,PL are apriori independent and follow the natural 
conjugate distribution. The natural conjugate of the binomial distribution 
is the beta distribution with parameters (/-', n) that is 
PiPh)<-P!!' \^-Phf' '^  ^  (5.2.3) 
(nf,>0 r^  =0,1,...,«;,) 
combining this prior distribution (5.2.3) and (5.2.2) we find that the 
posterior density of the P/j after the first phase is proportional to 
r r pfh+ah-^ (•! _ p ^n'h+rih-ri-ah-l (5.2.4) 
h=\ 
which is again a beta distribution with parameters (r^ +«/?, «/i +«/i) 
The likelihood of the second phase observation is 
p ( j > i . . . . , t ^ | f i , . . . , / > ^ ) = n . , , / ' ' p ^ a - P / , ) " " - * " 
h=l ^^ h ^h)-
{bh=OX...,Nh h = \,...,L) 
It follows from (5.2.4) and (5.2.5) that 
(5.2.5) 
where Ph -— 
(5.2.6) 
(5.2.7) 
Now from (5.2.4) the expected value of the P^^ after the first phase 
EiPh) = Ph 
Hence, variance of natural preposterior estimate is given by 
is 
(5.2.8) 
( L 
V 
A L 
h=\ 
IWhbf^/N^ ^t^i^Vih/^h) 
li=l 
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= i|l-^^k (5.2.9) 
where A;, =W^^ ^^ /i ( l - 4 ) / ( 4 + " / i + 1 ) (5.2.10) 
Minimizing (5.2.9) subject to the budget restriction (5.2.1) yields the 
allocation 
^,^J±:^^JEMI^hL^{orh = l...,L (5.2.11) 
h=\ 
Special Cases: 
Case I n/j=l, r ^ = - , for/i = l,...,L. 
In this case the allocation is given by 
^.^Jl^_J^4^^^^_^ for/. = l,...,L. (5.2.12) 
ft=i 
where A'^ ^W^Ph (1 -P^)/(n/, + 2), (5.2.13) 
and p;^=Jj—L. (52.14) 
Case II n^=2, r,;=l, for A = 1,...,L. 
Putting these values in the prior distribution we have 
P(Ph) = P^(l~Ph)^ forO</>;,<l,thatis 
P(Ph) = ^ forO<P/,<l 
which is the uniform distribution defined on the unit interval. Thus in this 
special case the beta prior distribution becomes the uniform prior 
distribution, which is a good representation of a diffuse state of prior 
knowledge. 
In this case the allocation (5.2.11) becomes 
^.Jl-a)C M^W^) . for /. = 1,...,L. (5.2.15) 
h=l 
where AJ, =w2p^'(l-P^')/(„;^ +3), (5.2.16) 
and Pf^=^^ (5.2.17) 
« / j + 2 
Case III n'h =0, r^  =0, foi h = l,...,L. 
Putting these values in the prior distribution we have 
which is not a proper density function. In this special case, the allocation 
is given by 
. _ ( l - a ) C V A ^ V ^ 
^~~f^—I foTh = l,...,L. (5.2.18) 
where A^ =W^2^;(l-4'^/(«^+1), (5 2.19) 
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2) Posterior Analysis 
In this procedure the posterior density of the P^, after the first phase is 
used as the prior distribution for the second phase. Combining (5.2.4) and 
(5.2.5) yields the posterior density after the second phase as being 
proportional to 
yj pHi+^^h +bh-1 (1 _ p.)"-'h +"/>'^^h-4i-^h-h-1 (5.2.21) 
h=\ 
iO<Ph<l,h = h...,L.) 
Hence we find that 
E'{Ph) = Ph (5-2.22) 
V\Ph) = Ph(^-Ph)/(nh +nh+Nf,-\) (5.2.23) 
where 7'^'=-^^ ^—-f- (/i = l,...,L) (5.2.24) 
After some algebraic manipulation we have 
^ [VV.) ]= i -^?^^^ (5.2.25) 
Minimization of (5.2.25) subject to the budget restriction (5.2.1) yields 
the allocation 
Nh 1= -J {rih - fih) (5.2.26) 
h=\ 
Now it may happen that this procedure produces some 7V^  which are 
negative. In this case it is necessary to reallocate the second phase 
sample. Let the reallocated values be iV/,, the procedure is as follows: If 
N'h is zero or negative, set //^ equal to zero. The remaining /V/, are 
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found by minimizing the variance only over those strata for which A/f, 
was positive. The remaining N'^ are then given by 
+ 
(5.2.27) 
where ]£ indicates that the summation is only over those strata for 
+ 
which Nfi was positive. 
The formula (5.2.27) may still produce some N^i which are negative. If 
this so happens we repeat the process of reallocation. Eventually the 
process terminates with some zero's and some positive values of the iV .^ 
Special Cases: 
Case I nfi=l, rfi=—, for h = l,...,L. 
In this case formula (5.2.26) has the form 
^h = ? = -^ (n/i +1) (5.2.28) 
The reallocation formula {5.121) has the form 
( l - a ) C + X(n/z+l)c,, 
Ni = + V ^ V K ^ ^ 
+ 
The formula (5.2.28) and (5.2.29), in this case, are identical. 
(n/,-1) (5.2.29) 
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Case II «/j=2, rjj =\, for h = l,...,L. 
In this case formula (5.2.26) has the form 
The reallocation formula (5.2.27) has the form 
(I-a)C: + X(«/i+2)c,i 
(5.2.30) 
+ 
^h -Jif^h + 2) 
^fch Y,iK4^^^h^4^ - {nh + 2) 
Case III n^ = 0, r/J = 0, for /i = 1,..., L. 
In this case formula (5.2.26) has the form 
(5.2.31) 
A ;^, « / I for /z = l,...,L. (5.2.32) 
The reallocation formula (5.2.27) has the form 
N'u=- i^h V«/i 
EV^V«^V^ «/;, (5.2.33) 
+ 
M^/i unknown: 
In this case we assume that "apriori" the distribution of W/, is the 
Dirichlet distribution defined by 
nnv,) 
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And thus parallel results are obtained for prepostenor and Bayesian 
allocation except that W^ are now replaced by 
Wh=E{Wf,) = J'y'' ^ for h = \,...,L. 
where v/j 's are the parameters of the Dirichlet distribution. 
5.3 OPTIMUM ALLOCATION USING BAYESIAN APPROACH WHEN THERE 
ARE m - ATTRIBUTES 
th 
We assume that the proportional of individuals having the k attribute in 
the /i^^stratum be Pf^jf., h = l,...,L, k = \,...,m. Let the number of 
individuals taken from h stratum in the sample having the fe" attribute 
be a/jjt at the first phase and bfii^ at the second. 
We have to estimate the overall population proportions (of each attribute) 
P.k =WiPik +W2P2k +... + WLPLk (5.3.1) 
The problem is to allocate N^'s optimally to the different strata, subject 
to the budget restriction (5.2.1). 
There are again two approaches 
1) Preposterior Analysis 
2) Posterior or Bayesian Analysis. 
1) Preposterior Analysis 
We assume that W^ are known and that a, the C/,, C, L and n/^  are all 
specified. We take the assumption that the sample size in each stratum is 
small in relation to all the classes, so that distribution of a/,^  and ib/,^  are 
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approximately multinomial (Cochran 1977). The likelihood of the first 
phase observation is then 
we assume that Pu,P2A:.---'^L^(^ = !'•••'"^) ^^ ^P"^" independent 
and follow the (m -1) dimensional Dirichlet distribution with parameters 
Vi,V2,...,v^_l defined by 
m 
nl,vhk) 
-^—.p);''l"Vy''2-^.. p^"--^ (5.3.3) 
,n h\ hi hm ^ ^ 
Y[nvhk) 
k=\ 
m-l 
Where P^m = 1 - S ^ M and 0<Pft^ < l . 
k=\ 
Combing this prior distribution (5.3.3) with the likelihood (5.3.2) we find 
that the posterior density of the P^^. after the first phase is proportional to 
1_1 fn hi •••^hm (5.3.4) 
^~^Y{ahk\nVhk) 
k=\ 
foTO<Pf,,,<l, k = l,...,m. 
m 
where V/^ . =2]v/j^. Which is again a Dirichlet distribution with 
k=\ 
parameters a^l+v^l, at,2+Vf,2...., «/,,m-l+v/,,„_]. 
The likelihood of the second phase observations is given by 
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product of (5.3.4) and (5.3.5) gives 
m r r n / i ' - ^ / t ' nV/ i . ) D«ftKvfei-l p^'hm+vhm-^ pbhipahl ph. 
1 1 - ^ ^ / i l •••'^/im h\ hi hm 
''"^Ylaf,k\bhk\nyhk) 
k=\ 
(5.3.6) 
which is the Dirichlet multinomial distribution. The first two moments of 
(5.3.6) are given by 
E{bhk) = NhPhk (5.3.7) 
utu ^ Ki ( ^M ^., A^hk+^hk)('^h +yh-Hk - ^ M ) , c ^ o ^ yibf,,,) = Nf,(nh+Nfi+Vfi.) (5.3.8) 
where P ,^^  = ^ ^ i l X ^ (5.3.9) 
^h +Vh-
Note that both X^ft^M (^ = 1.--.^) a posteriori after the first phase 
and ^Wf^bfij^/Nfi preposteriori before the second phase have the same 
expectation namely X ^ / i ^ M ' where P/j^ is given by (5.3.9). Hence 
^^h^hk l^h is a natural preposterior estimator of P.^ =^^h ^hk • 
Its variance is given by 
.2 
h 
= y^h (rih+Nf, +Vh-)iahk +yhk)(nh +Vh- - ajik '^ hk) 
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yCLWf,bhk/Nf,)=j^-^v{bhk) 
l j l + ^ ^ ^ } A « f o r * = l m (5.3.10) 
where Ahk=-^^-^ ir for k = \,...,m 
( n / i + V / i . + 1 ) 
The weighted sum of the variance of each proportion is given by 
(5.3.11) 
m m 
k=\ 
L 
1 m = I ^ + ^ ^^H^*^M (5.3.12) 
To get the optimum allocation of N^i, we minimize (5.3.12) subject to the 
budget restriction (5.2.1), [Considering each proportion an independent 
variate. The method has been suggested by Yates (1960), reproduced by 
Cochran (1977)]. 
Thus the optimum allocation is given by 
N1/2 
(n,^V,.)V2l/2 
N',J^^^ 
r m 
S ^k "^hk 
k=\ 
Ch L( 
m 
h=\\k=\ 
where A/j^  is given by (5.3.11). 
N1/2 (5.3.13) 
(n.^vj'cf 
If we consider unweighted sum (all L^ = 1) instead of weighted sum of 
the variance the formula (5.3.13) becomes a straightforward 
generalization of the allocation formula (5.2.11), as we should have 
reasonably expected. 
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2) Posterior Analysis 
In this procedure the posterior density of the P,, after the first phase is 
used as the prior distribution for the second phase. The likelihood of the 
second phase observations is given by (5.3.5) therefore combining (5.3.4) 
and (5.3.5) we get the posterior density after the second phase as 
, nh\Nf,\riVfi.) p^hl+bhi+vh\-l p^hm+bhm+yhm-^ 
PiPhk\^hk ^hk)= -J ^h\ • • • ^ hm 
Yl^hk\bhk\'^(yhk) 
k=\ 
{0<Phk<l, h = \,...,L) (5.3.14) 
which is again a Dirichlet distribution. Hence we find that 
E\Phk) = Phk 
Phk (1 - Pjik ) y {Ph) = (Hh+Nh+Vh.+l) 
where p,', = ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ 1 ^ ^ 
where E' and y'denote the posterior expectation and posterior variance 
after the second phase respectively. Note that the variance of 
P-k =^^hPhk for k = l,...,m, involves the bfii^, which will not be 
known at the end of the first phase. So, we take expectation of V\P.i^) 
over the future distribution of bfii^. to get the expected variance of P/, for 
k = l,...,m, which is free from bfii^. After some algebraic manipulation 
we get. 
' ^ W^Phk(^-Phk) E{V\P,^)}=E< 
/,=](«//,+A^/,.+V/,.+l) 
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^y {nh+Vh)Ahk (5.3.15) 
where A^k is the same as defined in (5.3.11). 
Now the weighted sum of the variances of each proportion (5.3.15) is 
given by 
m f L ( \ ^ 
m 
=i.,/"\:''".'. .(i^ ^^ M) (5.3.16) 
we minimize (5.3.16) subject to the budget restriction (5.2.1). Thus the 
optimum allocation is given by 
, (C + Xc;iV^.) 
Nu = 
r m 
sA/2 
(n.^V,.)V2l/2 
- ( « / i + V / j . ) 
(5.3.17) 
Again if we consider the unweighted sum of the variances instead of 
weighted one, the allocation formula (5.3.17) becomes a straightforward 
generalization of the allocation formula (5.2.26). Now it may happen that 
this procedure produces some A^^ , which are negative. In this case it is 
necessary to reallocate the second phase observations. If N^ is zero or 
negative, set //^ equal to zero. The remaining Nj^ are found by 
minimizing the variance only over those strata for which Nj^ was 
positive. The reaming A^^ are then given by 
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{\-a)C + J^{n}^+Vf,,)Cf, 
N'u + X 
Ch 
m 
\V2 
k=\ 
(n.+V,.)V2l/2 
(m \V2 
+ \k=\ 
(«/i+V/,..) (5.3.18) 
(« .>V,)V2, l /2 
where ^ indicates that the summation is only over those strata for 
+ 
which N'li was positive. 
Again we notice that if the sampling is for proportion and we take all 
Lj;, = 1 the formula (5.3.18) reduces to the reallocation formula (5.2.27). 
The formula (5.3.18) may still produce some N^, which are negative. If 
this so happens we repeat the process of reallocation. Eventually the 
process terminates with some zero and some positive values of A^^ . 
W/j unknown: 
In this case we assume that 'aperiori' the distribution of W^ is the 
Dirichlet distribution define by 
And thus parallel results are obtain for preposterior and Bayes 
allocations except that W^^ are now replaced by 
W,=EiW^) = ^ ^h^ljL^ for /, = !,...,^ 
where v;,s are the parameters of the Dirichlet distribution. 
lan 
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